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Non-traditional enrollment up
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

The stereotype of a college student straight out of high school - may be
changing as the number of nontraditional students rapidly increases.
A non-traditional student is anyone
25 years or older who returns to college
to pursue an undergraduate or a graduate degree, according to Joan Biasland, director of the evening credit
program and adult learner's services.
At the University, undergraduate
non-traditional enrollment nas increased from a Fall semester total of
858 to a Spring semester total of 1,876.
Graduate student figures have also

increased, from 1,295 to 2,227.
There are several reasons for this
trend, Bissland said.
"The main reason (for the increase)
is an increased expectation of Job
satisfaction," she said. "The trend nas
moved away from going into a Job at
20, getting a gold watch, but not being
reasons that non-traditional
students return to college are because
of unemployment, grown families, personal enjoyment or selfdevelopment,
she said.
MARY QUAIN, senior journalism
major and non-traditional student, began undergraduate work at St. Cloud

State University in Minnesota, but quit
school to get married. She decided to
return to school after her husband
finished his coursework and her children were older. She will graduate
from the University in May.
"I never completely gave uo the idea
of finishing college," she said. "With
the lobs I had in the interum, I realized
that if I wanted to get taken seriously I
needed a degree."
The University recruiters are making an effort to encourage more students like Quain to return to school,
Bissland said. "The University recognizes that it should service the community," she said. "It also needs nontraditional students because the num-

ber of students graduating from high
school is going down."
Bissland said non-traditional students have a broad range of interests.
Many of them are currently enrolled in
the College of Business because it
offers a number of evening hour
classes. There are efforts being made,
however, to increase the number of
courses offered during the evenings in
other colleges to benefit non-traditional
students who work while attending
school.
BISSLAND SAID she believes nontraditional students are an asset to the
University community. "They provide
diversity in the student population and
serve as role models for the younger

students." she said. "They also bring a
lot of life experience into the classroom."
Both Bissland and Quain agree that
traditional and non-traditional students interact well. "Non-traditional
students are very excited about coming back to school. But they also have
the fear that they will feel ancient,"
Bissland said. "They wonder if
younger students will hang around
with those who aren't into the bar
scene. These fears are usually groundleas."
Quain said there was never a time
when she felt awkward or out of place.
"The best surprise of all was that I had
• See Enrollment, page 4.

University
sleeps late
President
cancels all
a.m. classes
President Paul Olscamp's decision to cancel classes until
noon yesterday was the result of
uncertainty regarding afternoon
weather conditions and the fact
most students were on campus
"and not 200 miles away," dlscamp said yesterday.
"I'm not able to predict
weather beyond noon," he said.
"This time students are here...
and not coming back from a long
weekend "
The National Weather Service
at Toledo Express Airport said
light snow fell yesterday, with
blowing and drifting caused by
28-mph winds, sometimes gustuigto 30-rnph.
Two to four inches of snow
were predicted for the Toledo
area today with blowing and
drifting snow caused by 15-mph
winds gusting to 25-mph.
Travelers' advisories were
posted for area roads, while

Wood County's snow emergency
was lifted at 8:14 a.m. yesterday, according to a county
spokesperson.
Randy Gallier, grounds coordinator, said all parking lots on
campus could be cleared in
about four hours under normal
snowfall conditions. High winds
and blowing snow complicates
cleanup, however.
"WE WERE DONE (clearing
the lots) at 11 this morning but
the sidewalks just drifted over
again," Gallier said.
Although lots can be cleared in
four hours, "shoveling (sidewalks) goes on all day, he said.
Custodians for each building
on campus usually shovel the
walks around the buildings but
"that doesn't guarantee it gets
done," Gallier said. "And when
it does sidewalks just blow over
again."
Bill Bess, director of public
safety, said there were no major
snow-related problems reported
to him yesterday.
He said people generally
stayed indoors unless it was
absolutely necessary to go outside. About two-thirds to threefifths of Bess' Criminal Justice
class showed up yesterday, he
said.

BO News/ Joe Phetan

Picking flowers
In front of the Ken's Flower Shop booth that sprouted in the Union
lobby this week, Quinton Flynn, sophomore radio/TV/film major, tried

Blighted:

to decide what kind of flowers to buy. The booth was crowded with
last minute shoppers yesterday.

Physical therapy offers

Home improvement loans available challenging program
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Homeowners in either of two "blighted" areas
of Bowling Green may be eligible for low-interest
home-improvement loans from the Ohio Housing
Finance Agency (OHFA).
The loans will be available through July 1986,
Sandra Mills, city housing specialist, said yesterKA has allocated 8291,667 for the loans,
including 835,000 the city invested in the Community Development Block Grant Fund. The money
has been allocated equally between Huntington
Bank and Mid-American National Bank and
Trust In Bowling Green, who will process the
loan applications as they are referred by the city.
Homeowners with household incomes of 80
percent of the county median Income or less
based on family size, or those living in speciallydesignated areas in the city, with household
incomes of 840,960 or less have access to S.8
percent loans subsidized by the state through the
saleofbonds.
To qualify for the 5.5 percent loan, a family of
four living in their own home must have a
household income of 822,950 or less.
HOMEOWNERS with an annual household
Income of 840,960 or less, not living in the designated areas, are eligible for basic loans at 11.5
percent annual interest.
State guidelines make 40 percent of the money
available for the subsidized loan and the rest
available for the 11.5 percent loan Mills said.
The owner must live in the building, or in at
least one unit of a multiple-family dwelling of no
more than four units. The other units in this type
of dwelling must have been used as living units
for at least five years to qualify.
In the case of a multiple-family dwelling, only
the owner's Income is used in determining loan

eligibility, but no more than 25 percent of the loan
money can be used on other units, Mills said.

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Home improvements not eligible for financing
under either loan include appliances which are
not built-in, burglar alarms, non-permanent carpeting, landscaping, saunas, and swimming
pools. The subsidized 5.5 percent loan must first
be used for any improvements necessary to bring
the dwelling up to Wood County building and
housing codes, Mills said. The homeowner is
responsible for performing or arranging all
improvements.

Many undergraduate programs are challenging, but the
pre-physical therapy program is
probably among the most competitive.

SPECIALLY-DESIGNATED
areas" in Bowling Green are:

"reinvestment

• An area bounded by Eberly Avenue, Pearl
Street, South Maple Street, Sand Ridge Road,
South Main Street, Napoleon Road, South College
Drive, East Wooster Street, Thurstin Street.
Ridge Street, Clay Street, Conneaut Avenue and
West Wooster Street, and;
• An area bounded by North Summit Street,
Ridge Street, North College Drive, and East Poe
Road. This includes Offenhauer and MacDonald
residence halls, only because It was necessary to
use streets as boundaries for the area, Mills said.
These areas have been designated as
"blighted'' to satisfy state requirements for the
subsidized loans, said former city council member Alan Mayberry, who sponsored the legislation allowing the loans.
These areas contain a number of dwellings
which have deteriorated past the point of being
acceptable to county building codes for residential structures, Mayberry said.
Mayberry, who represented Ward 1 including
the Unlverisity, resigned at the Feb. 4 council
meeting because he moved outside city limits.

Of the 56 University applicants for the professional physical therapy program at the
Medical College of Ohio (MOO),
only 12 will be accepted.
Anyone can come to the University as a pre-physical therapy major, according to Lee
Meserve, coordinator of the prephysical therapy program.
These students enroll in a twoyear program, completion of
which makes them eligible to
apply for the two-year program
alMCO.

The applicants are considered
on a point system based on four
criteria-grade point average,
work experience, state residency and an Interview. After
this evaluation, the top 12 are
accepted into the program and
three are named as alternates.
"THE PROCESS is a highly
selective one. The mean GPA of
last year's applicants was a
3.7," Meserve said. "There are
usually four or five applicants
for every opening in a physical
therapy program.
Programs are limited because
of the number of facilities available, Meserve said. MCO, Ohio
State University, Ohio University and Cleveland State University are the only Ohio schools
which offer physical therapy
T don't see the programs
enlarging. The Ohio Board of

Regents sets class sizes and it
would be tough to convince them
to add more,' he said. "There is
just not enough turnover for
more physical therapists to be
employed."
University students who are
accepted by MCO pay the Bowling Green tuition and fees but
take classes in Toledo.
In addition to classroom work,
they work in the labs with medical students and do clinical internships. After graduation,
each student must pass the
American Physical Therapy Association Registry Exam.
"Although our program has
only been in existence for two
years, all of our students have
passed the first time," Meserve
■aid. "This says something
about the quality of our program.
• See Program, page 4.

Women rabbis accepted
NEW YORK (AP) - The
worldwide body of Conservative Judaism has voted, after
years of debate, to allow
women to become rabbis,
according to the New York
Times.
The first woman will be ordained in May, and was introduced at a news conference
yesterday when the Rabbini-

cal Assembly is to formally
announce its decision, the
Times reported.
Eighteen other women enrolled In the rabbinical program. Others admitted in the
future will automatically become members of the Rabbinical Assembly upon
ordination.
In a 636-387 vote, members

of the assembly voted to add
an amendment to the constitution of the Rabbinical Assembly to accept women as
rabbis. The assembly has
more man 1,100 rabbis worldwide.
The decision is expected to
increase tensions between
Conservative and Orthodox
Jews.
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-Editorial
No thanks, USG
TIThat does USG want with more of our money?
VY According to USG President Bob Wade, the
USG general assembly would like to see the funding
process for the organization taken out of the hands
of the Advisory Committee on General Allocations.
This year ACGFA, which allocates funds to
University organizations, gave USG about $18,900.
But Wade would like to see the funds come directly
from an increase in general fees.
USG is debating the matter now, but Wade said it
may ask for as much as $1 per student. Multiplying
two semesters by 16,000 students, that's at least
$32,000 for the year.
That's a pretty steep increase in total funds.
He says USG could use the money for several
things - none of them certain - like hiring a fulltime secretary, bringing in political speakers,
hiring lobbyists to plea for student concerns at the
state and national level and maybe even starting a
salary for the top USG officers (like him).
ACGFA, at present, won't allow USG to spend
money for lobbying, and that's another reason
Wade wants the funds not to come through the
ACGFA process.
He says direct general fee funding would make
USG more accountable to students because we
would be the ones voting on fee increases or
decreases.
However, the money that ACGFA allocates is our
money. It comes from fees that we pay to the
University. Frankly, we think ACGFA probably
has a much better idea of how much money USG
needs than students do.
ACGFA's been doing it for years, and it has
available all the details of budgeting that would be
next to impossible to distribute to students.
Thanks, Wade, but no thanks. We're not interested in being "better represented" if it means
more money from our pockets with little control
over how USG spends it.

Left is cracking up
the United States' theory. Indeed, the Soviets perceived our
theory as a weakness to be exRecently, a discussion was ploited. In 1977 Ronald Reagan
held in response to the latest commented: "We saw detente
book by R. Emmett Tyrrell Jr.: as a relaxation of tension. They
The Liberal Crack-Up. The point saw it otherwise. Detente, to the
of this discussion, moderated by Soviet Union, became ... a vicWilliam F. Buckley Jr., was tory for the USSR and a growing
precisely: Is there a liberal sign of Western weakness."
crack-up? Representing the libHitchens offered a unilateral
erals was Christopher Hitchens, freeze without any historical
editorialist for The Nation. Tyr- perspective. We cannot trust the
rell represented the crack-up Soviet Union. They have a lone
believers. As the discussion en- history of lies: They lied about
sued many topics, one overrid- their post-war intentions in East
ing throught was embedded in Germany; they lied about their
my mindTlt was the logic behind compliance to the Helsinki
the "peace" movement, or as accords; they lied about their
Tyrrell would put it, the "anti- adherence to both the 1974
defense" movement. Hitchens Threshold Test Ban Treaty and
offered that if two major powers the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile
do not intend to use weapons of Treaty (among others); they
mass destruction, then they even tried to lie about their
ought not have them. The point presence in Afghanistan. No, the
is a rather simple one, arguing, historical perspective doesn't
obviously for continued weapons lead us to a solution of nuclear
negotiations? Not so fast. The arms freeze and disarmament;
point to be drawn from this it doesn't even advise us to constatement, as offered by Hit- tinue treaty negotiations with
chens, was the point for a unilat- the Soviet Union. Yet Hitchens
eral weapons freeze and feels quite safe with his argudisarmament. And with this con- ment.
elusion, Hitchens' case against
The United States is often
the crack-up was seriously warned by those who underweakened.
stand the Soviet system. In 1974,
The crack-up is identified by when Solzhenitsyn came from
Hitchen's failure to deal with the Russia, he was appalled at the
reality: that reality being the reluctance of the American peoSoviet Union. In the late sixties ple to realize the intentions and
Robert McNamara, our own methods of the Soviet Union.
Secretary of Defense, made the More recently, Arkady ShevSame mistake when he assumed chenko, a former aid to Cherthat since the United States and nenko who defected to the West,
the USSR would both destroy the has warned the United States of
world, in the event of war, then Soviet policy. But these warnthere was no need to continue ings are not reflected in the
the "arms race." The United rhetoric of many people.
States built 1,000 Minutemen
One argument is that many
missiles and waited for the So- Americans have not come to
viet Union to catch up and stop grips with what the Soviet Union
too - simple. So, in response, the means. And until we do underSoviets caught up, and pro- stand the Soviets, arms negotiaceeded to pass the U.S. capaci- tions are futile, and the liberal
ties, installing mobile SS-20 crack-up is a fast, surfacing
missiles around Europe's per- reality.
imeter, and running ICBM pro- Kurt J. Harden is president of
duction lines 24 hours a day. The the Stockman Society in Bowling
Soviet Union did not agree with Green.
THE BG NEWS'
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The
Union:
Reagan's address snowed the public
by Art Buchwald
The secret of President Reagan's popularity is that he has
the ability to make us all feel
!:ood, when we know we should
eel bad.
Last week's State of the Union
speech was another triumph for
the "Gipper."
I have no idea how it played in
Peoria, but from what I could
tell it went over quite well in
Washington.

George Bush and Tip O'Neill
kept talking while the president
was speaking. They shouldn't
have done that."
"Perhaps they weren't paying
attention oecause the president
had given the same speech before, I suggested.
"It doesn't matter if they
heard it before. They should
have pretended they didn't."
My third survey victim told
me the thing she liked about the

speech was the president's tie.
"Is there anything else you
remember about it besides the
president's tie?"
"No," she said. "Was I supposed to?"
"Forget the president's
speech for a moment. What did
you think of the Democratic
reply?"
"What reply?"
' 'They put on their reply to the

president's State of the Union
speech."
"I didn't hear it. I was watching 'Dynasty.'"
"Don't tell me you'd rather
watch 'Dynasty' than hear the
Democrats defend their party."
She said in disbelief, "Now
you're putting me on."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

"What did you think of the
president's speech?" I asked a
secretary in my building.
"I thought it was wonderful,"
she said. "He leveled with the
American people."
"When did he do that?"
"When he asked the lady cadet from West Point to take a
bow from the balcony."
"You felt that was the highlight of his address?" I inquired.
"That and when he asked the
lady from Harlem to also take a
bow, because of what she had
done for little babies."
"Yes, but what about the fact
that the president glossed over
the budget deficit and indicated
that he wanted to proceed with
the MX missile and'Star Wars'?
Did you have any feelings on
that?"
"Not really. I just thought
Nancy looked beautiful in her
red dress."
A young man working as an
intern on my floor said, "I
thought it was a good speech and
it was about time someone came
out for the poor people and the
farmers and the urban centers
and deregulation of the airlines
and the Peace Corps."
"Then you didn't get the impression that the president was
avoiding the issue of how he
expected to reduce the budget
deficit without raising taxes?
"Frankly, I wasnl listening
that closely. All I know is what
he told us. The country's in
excellent shape now. and it's
going to get even better if Congress passes all of Mr. Reagan's
programs."
"That's a big 'if.' "
"Well, they sang Happy Birthday to him.
Was there anything about the
speech you didn't like?"
"I was very annoyed when

ST».ta. \AJ«VR*5

Letters
BG merchants are
unfair to students
I'm writing this letter as a
frustrated student who is sick
and tired of being taken advantage of by the University and the
surrounding area. This gripe
specifically pertains to financial
matters.
Not only do students pay $5
for every drop/add transaction
after only two days, but we also
pay for various other trivial
things such as parking tickets
for parking over a yellow line or
backing into a space. (I'd like to
know where that money goes - it
sure doesn't go to keeping the
outer lots plowed or security for
our cars.)
This masquerade doesn't
end with the University. It
rids to businesses outside
campus such as grocery
stores, bookstores and banks. I
never realized how expensive
things were here until I went
home and compared prices.
These businesses take advantage of our vulnerability because they know most of us don't
have transportation to shop
around.
Well, recently I had an experience that was the straw that
broke the camel's back. I bought
a relatively expensive sweater
in late October from Et Cetera
Clothing Store. I hadn't worn it
much and didn't wash it until
Christmas break. After handwashing it only once, it got two
holes in the front and other
ripped seams. It was obviously
poorly made and would not last
very long. So, when I got back to
school, I took it back for a credit.
I didn't ask for cash back because I realized how long it had
been since I bought it. They had
me leave the sweater there so
the manager could inspect it.
When I called to find out if I got
the credit, the owner, R.Z.
Friend, took the phone. He said
he would only give me a 110
credit. I told him I only washed
it once and it was already falling
apart. He then asked me, "What

should I do with it, wash my
car?!" Mr. Friend ordered me
to pick up the sweater and the
credit and hung up on me. He
treated me unfairly and with
unnecessary rudeness.
What's the deal, Mr.
"Friend"? What happened to
"the customer's always right"?
Your store thrives on college
students, and this is how you
treat us?
Give the students a break,
Bowling Green! Without me,
where would you be?
Karen Stevens
48 Haven House

Jogging becoming
a peril on Ridge
The other day I was out
running as I sometimes do in
spite ofthe cold weather, when I
was nearly struck by a car making a left hand turn onto Ridge
Street. Although sometimes
drivers don't see runners and
walking pedestrians, I felt this
driver clearly saw me. The
driver was waiting for a car to
pass by Ridge Street before
turning left onto the street. Instead of waiting for me to cross
Ridge Street, the driver proceeded to quickly cut in front of
me bringing me to an abrupt
stop within arm's length of his
car.
Similarly, last year while I
was running a 10-kilometer race
a car ignored a policeman's stop
signal in order to avoid having to
wait for myself and a group of
runners to cross by the Manvllle
and Wooster Intersection. If I
had not looked for cars aa I
crossed the Intersection, I would
have surely been hit by this car.
My point is, drivers should
be a bit more courteous to runners as well walking pedestrians. It would only take a driver
one accident hitting a pedestrian
to make him or her realize that
the extra few seconds of waiting
for a runner or walking pedestrian is well worth the time
saved. Besides we runners and

walkers are a lot colder in the
wintertime than those behind
the wheel of a car.
Matt Bistritz
710 7th St. #12

USG Constitution
protects our rights
I would like to thank Allen
Freeman for writing his letter to
the editor concerning the Undergraduate Student Body Constitution. His letter made me realize
that the purpose of the Constitution needed explanation in order
for students to realize the document's importance.
Mr. Freeman pointed out
that the Undergraduate Student
Body Constitution was "silly"
because the United States Constitutionguaranteed us the same
rights. This is definitely not the
case. Our Constitution guarantees us rights as students,
where we can set up our own
government. There are three
constituencies on campus: faculty, administration and students. In this arena, each of us
needs to secure our rights. The
Constitution begins with 13
statements of student rights.
Out of these 13 statements, three
mirror the U.S. Constitution, yet
they guide us according to the
University arena. For example,
dormitory rooms are state property. Yet, according to the Student Body Constitution,
student's rooms need a cause
before they are searched.
The Student Body Constitution then continues to set up a
student government, and how
student's voices may be heard.
All students now have the power
to initiate legislation, reverse a
decision of the general assembly
and recall any member of the
Undergraduate Student Government. Before the Constitution
was approved, these powers
were accepted by a mandate of
the Board of Trustees and the
administration, but now these
rights are guaranteed. In effect,

the Undergraduate Student
Body Constitution gives each
student a process for making his
or her voice heard, and since the
Board of Trustees approved the
Constitution, they must honor
the opinion since it went through
the established channels.
Students in the future may
never need to defend their constitutional rights as students (as
I have never had my constitutional rights challenged as a
U.S. citizen) but they will know
that their rights are guaranteed
if ever challenged.
Mr. Freedman's letter also
indicated that students do need
to have a copy of the Constitution so that they understand
what the document does for
them. USG will be producing a
newsletter later this month. Two
pages in the newsletter will feature the Constitution. The additional cost is very nominal,
(approximately .003 cents per
student). After Mr. Freedman's
letter appeared in the paper, I
called him and I had the opportunity to explain its purpose. If
anyone, at any time, would like
to become better informed on
current issues, please don't hesitate to contact me, so that in the
future, misunderstandings like
this one will not happen.
Bob Wade, President
Undergraduate Student
Govern ment

Correction
The iVews regrets to inform
its readers that parts of a
recent series on art therapy
were taken from another college's publication. The series
was submitted by a volunteer
News reporter. Photos accompanying the series were
The editors discovered the
error after publication. Corrective measures have been
taken and all attempts will be
made to prevent such errors
in the future.

Local
Self-pumping
saves money

BG Ncwi/Febnuuy 15, M851
Average Price Per Gallon of Gasoline in Bowling Green
Self Serw
97.8
106.7

r Dateline
Friday, Feb. 15
UAO Campui Film "Against All Odds" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in 210 Math
Science. $1.50 admission with

121.1

Gasoline prices differ

by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

If you want to save money at
the gas pumps, get out of your
car and pump the gas yourself.
A News survey of 18 Bowling
Green service stations showed a
mean average jump of 20.2 cents
per gallon u the service attended pumps the gas for you.
The survey consisted of all
service stations on Main Street
between Gypsy Lane Road and
Van Camp Road, and those on
East Wooster bounded by Main
Street and Dunbidge Road (the
first road east of Interstate 75).
The lowest self-serve regular
gas In town was at the Sunoco
station, at 803 S. Main St. Their
price was 94.9 cents a gallon.
The highest self-serve regular
was at Amoco at 11055 E. Wooster, and Shell, 402 E. Wooster
Rd. Both were selling regular
gas at $1.01 and nine-tenths.
THE COST LEVIED by the
station to pump the gas varied.
At the Union 76 station, 1000 S.

Regular

Unleaded

Super

Full Serw
119.2

126.0

•PrkM

Instone said. Any Sohio station
that sells 95 percent of the volume they sold in the same month
the previous year, receives a 5
cent rebate on each gallon they
purchased that month, he said.

INSTONE SAID it is difficult
to compete with some of the nonaffiliated stations, because they
bid on lower grade gas which the
national companies will not buv,
"You get what you pay for,"

H

of tabrvary 11. IMS

Otley said, agreeing. A better sor of economics, this trend will
grade of gas will give you better continue.
gas mileage, he said.
Navin attributes this to the
Gas prices have been falling OPEC nations inability to come
the past few months, and to an agreement at their most
according to Leo Navin, profes- recent meetings.

FALCONS
if Chi Os' Hearts are Still
-,
vs.
/W. MICHIGAN
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Main St., it raised the price of
regular (leaded) gasoline only 2
cents, from 95.9 to 97.9 cents.
But it jumped the price 40 cents
at the Sunoco on the corner of
East Wooster Road and North
Prospect Road - from 98.9 to
138.6.
The service aspect is where a
station makes most of its
money, according to Bill Otley,
manager of Otley's Shell, 402 E.
Wooster Rd. He did not have any
exact figures, however.
A service station manager not wishing to be identified -said
he actually lost money on his
self-serve pumps. He said the
full-serve pumps made some
money, but the greatest percentage of his profit came from
servicing cars.
Richard Instone, manager of
the Sohio station, 275 S. Main St.,
agrees. "I make my money in
the shop," he said, "gas doesn't
cover my overhead.'
Sohio stations with a verv high
volume of business can afford to
lose some money at the pumps,

Araiifcetfc* - AFS students will be arriving at the
Prout Main Lounge at 12 p.m.
They will be staying until Sunday afternoon. Anyone wisbSto host a student should
Bonnie at 3724131.
Saturday, Feb. 16
ManH Gras tf—"The Funnies Come Alive" is the theme
of this year's celebration. Activities will Include a casino
and booths of chance in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, entertainment in the Falcon's
Nest and "specialty" activities in the third floor rooms.
The fun begins at 8 p.m. and is
free and open to all. Sponsored
by UAO.
Sunday, Feb. 17
PablJc Skattaf - There will
be public skating at the Ice
Arena from 3:30-0:30 p.m. and
7-9 p.m.
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SATURDAY

WOMEN : 12:30
MEN : 3:00
First 1,000 Pans receive tubes:'. Coppertone and sunglass::.
:::-:;;-:::::'. :::::;•:::. Burg" !!::: and Pepsi! Tickets
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Go From Senior To
Manager.
Whatever your degree, the Navy can put you in a management
position right away. You begin your Navy career
with some of the most sophisticated technical
and general management training available in
important fields like electronics, inventory
control, purchasing, personnel administration,
engineering and systems analysis.
And from your first day as a Navy officer
you have decision-making authority. You're
given the level of responsibility you
need to turn textbook knowledge
into professional know-how, fast.
All you need is a BS or BA. You must
be no more than 29 years old, pass physical
and aptitude exams, qualify for security clearance, and
be a U.S. citizen.
The Navy benefits package is outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation
earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance
and tax-free allowances.
If this kind of responsibility interests you, call the Naval Management Programs Office: 216-676-0490
OH WRITE: Naval Management Programs
Interport Plaza 227
16101 Snow Road
Brookpark, OH 44142
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Where
Toledo Dances
li» .■.—>. «.~ Komi &**>. 0»» 43U4 X- M»

* WEDNESDAYS -18 & UP NITE
Great specials and giveaways

* THURSDAYS -

COLLEGE ID.

The areas biggest & best college nite
Lots of great specials all nite long

* FRIDAYS - MEN'S NITE
No cover 4 guys and near non-existent drink
specials...just for the guys

* SATURDAYS -

LADIES NITE

The hottest nite in Toledo. No cover 4 ladies
and superb drink specials
-COUPON.

Get Responsibility Fast.

ADMIT ONE FREE
ANY NITE
_-—-COUPON——

Expires
2/28/85
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Prize offered for essay
that has emerged in the last
decade," McCaghy said.
The feminist perspective is
affecting every academic field:
social science, literature, psychology, sociology - even geography, McCaghy said.
Denise Clapsaddle, the 1983
undergraduate winner, said research in women's studies can
be exciting because there are
new discoveries to be made.
"You have a chance of doing
something that nobody has ever
done. It is unexplored territory," Clapsaddle said.
IT IS AN emerging area with a
great deal of potential for new
discoveries, she added. "You
may not be able to discover
America, but you can discover
something about women that
nobody knows yet."
It is also an opportunity to
leam about areas not covered by
other classes. Suzan Cline, the
1984 undergraduate winner said,

by Dianna L Borsl
reporter

Submittijifl an entry for the
Women's Studies Alumna Prize
is more than just a way to earn
1100. It's a way to contribute to
the expanding field of women's
research and to possibly discover something new and exciting.
Thei prize is offered to undergraduate or graduate women
and men for unpublished papers
dealing with various topics, such
as women's lives, status, and
experiences - in the past or
present - in any field of study.
According to Dawn McCaghy,
Women's Studies librarian, the
prize is new and provides someone with the opportunity to contribute to an expanding field.
"Women's reseach has exploded -there's a deluge. Women's Studies is a new discipline
Enrollment

"It's a way for people with a
feminist perspective to write
about their experiences."
Cline's essay described how
exclusionary and sexist language prevents people from exg their Ideas and how
can be improved.
said the research has
changed her. "I am conscious in
class when they talk about mankind and professions as if they
are all men," Cline explained.
The research can have an
important effect on society.
"There is a history of how new
ideas get into a culture. It starts
with technical reseach and filters out to the public," McCaghy
said. She cited "battered
women" as an example.
"Battering goes back to time
immemorial, research goes
back 10 to 15 years, and now
there isn't a morning show that
hasn't dealt with it," McCaghy
explained.

'Continued from page 1).

so much in common with the
students," she said. "Some of
them are my best friends. I
think age gets less relevant, the
older you get."
Non-traditional students have
access to the same services as
the traditional students - the
placement office, the Student
Recreation Center and the Legal
Service.
BUT THE University also provides special counseling services for the non-traditional

students.
"These students don't live in
residence halls with roommates
who went through everything
last year," Bissland said. "We
try to bridge the gap for the
older students."
Support groups and a nontraditional student organization
have also been formed for the
students.
"I personally find this a very
exciting population to work with
because of their motivation and

the diversity among them," Bissland said. "It's a healthy sign
that the University is flexible
enough to accomodate a wide
variety of students."
This sentiment is echoed by
Quain. "It has been delightful
for me and has given me a
different perspective," she said.
"I feel at home here on campus.
I'm more out of place in the
bleachers at a Little League
game than in the Student
Union."
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UAO
f Gras
planned in Union

ACCORDING TO Berwyn
Moore, 1964 graduate winner,
women's research could lead to
changes in attitudes toward
women.
"Agencies and companies are
making opportunities tor women
to be a part of their system, but
there is so much more (to be
done) on attitude," Moore said.
Working toward her master's
degree in Creative Writing.
Moore finds herself being called
a woman writer, while her male
colleagues are just called writers. 'We are in the process
where women still have this
gender label that puts up a distinction," Moore explained.
Changes in attitude would result
in Increased opportunities
where women would be treated
equally.
Susan Arpad, director of
Women's Studies, said, "Research and writing on women
improves the University itself
because the University's goal is
to increase knowledge arid decrease ignorance. When research and writing on women is
ignored, 51 percent of the human
experience is being lost."
Arpad said a measure of excellence for the University is
how much research and writing
on women is promoted.

"Wizard of Id" and "Hagar the
Horrible."
I ALTHOUGH THERE will be
Disappointed students who food in a few of the rooms, many
will not be able to make it to will feature games and enterNew Orleans for Mardi Gras tainment, such as fortune telltake heart; UAO is presenting a ing, caricature drawing an air
Mardi Gras of its own.
guitar band contest, miniature
The annual, weekend event golf and a large human maze.
will include a variety of activThe Grand Ballroom, which
ities Saturday night from 8 p.m. will be called "Campus Comto midnight in the University ics," will contain booths operUnion.
ated by various campus
"Every year, UAO transforms organizations - including a gamthe (University) Student Union bling casino which will use play
and provides people with a col- money.
orful and inexpensive way to
At the end of the night, an
have a good time," Julie Freed- auction will be held to provide
heim, UAO vice-president and people with an opportunity to
coordinator of the event, said.
spend the play money on prizes.
"We change the entire Union
Freedheim said all of the proto a specific theme," she said. ceeds from Mardi Gras will go
This year's theme is "The Fun- towards different charities.
nies Come Alive."
The Mardi Gras will also In"Each room (in the Union) is clude Craig Carges, a mentalist
decorated for a different comic who can read minds and levitate
strip," Freedheim said.
objects. This free-event will take
Comic strips used in the differ- place Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
ent rooms will include "Funky Grand Ballroom. More informaWinkerbean," "Family Circus?' tion can be obtained by phoning
"Archie," "Beetle Bailey," the UAO office at 372-2343.
by Wendy Davy
reporter

Program (Continued from page 1)
switch to related majors such as
Those students who are not
special education or gerontolaccepted into the program have
ogy, he said. Some get bacheseveral options. ''Students can
lor's degrees in biology and
apply more than once," he said.
"They can find out why they
apply to graduate programs in
physical therapy.
were not one of those accepted
and try to improve the defi"It is a harsh system," Meciency. Three out of the 12 acserve said. "But when you produce millions of any one thing
cepted last year were secondtime applicants."
the market goes down. This way
all of our students are employed
Other students decide to at the time of graduation.

When advising aspiring physical therapists, Meserve said he
is emMuraging but truthful. "I
tell them it is very competitive
and if their GPA is below a 3.0
maybe they should consider
something else," he said. "I
keep them thinking along the
lines of whether they can make
it in the program. I don't want to
add more anxiety, but I want
them to consider their options."
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Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
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•Now FeaturingFresh-Bakad Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch
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Krissy and Greg
Lisa and Dave
Wendy and Bud
Barb and Brian
Allison and Matt
Linda and Sam
Lori and Steve
Anita and Bob
Ann and Brian
Laura and Dave
Cindy and Tom
Chris and Greg
Tami and Dewey (
Ann and Craig
Beth and Terry ~*r'
Leslie and Tom
Paula and Jeff
Christy and Rick
Jenny and Tommy
Dina and Scott
Sharon and Mark
Tracy and Bob
Monica and Dave
Kathy and Brad
Sue and Rich
Amy and Randy
Amy and Cupid
Marianne and Joe
Rhonda and Steve
Schuhz and Mike
Molly and Greg
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"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kgntucky Fried Chicken
1020 N. Main - BG
352-2061

Tricia and Mike
Fremont
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Ohio court decision meets opposition
COLUMBUS (AP) - Two bigbusiness lobbies will seek legislation to negate recent Ohio Supreme Court decisions that they
claim could devastate the workers' compensation program and
stifle the state's economic development efforts.
I. John Reimers, vice president for government affairs for
the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, and William Costello,
lobbyist for the Ohio Manufacturers Association, said their

organizations are drafting similar legislation. The legislation
would deal with the groups' concerns not only about current
workers' compensation costs
but recent court decisions that
threaten to increase employer
assessments for the state injured worker's insurance fund.
The business groups, however, are likely to be challenged
by labor organizations that view
the court decisions as "proworker" and long overdue.
Reimers said the decisions, in

effect, would increase the cost of
doing business in Ohio and detract from the state's economic
development efforts, such as the
current campaign to get General Motors Corp. to locate its
$3.5 billion Saturn automobile
plant in Ohio.
THE CHAMBER official said
one of the decisions, in a General
Motors case, holds that workers
can file claims for injuries or
ailments acquired over a sustained period, as opposed to

News Briefs
House bets on schools
COLUMBUS (AP) - Greyhound racing
would give a boost to Ohio's economy while
providing "non-stop action and excitement"
for parimutuel bettors who would be subsidizing the state's public schools, a dog breeder
said yesterday.
Breeder and raiser Carl Burkhart of Bellaire, speaking for the Ohio Greyhound Association, gave that characterization to a bill
which would legalize dog racing in Ohio and
wagering similar to that which is now permitted at the state's seven horse tracks.

Church faces big bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - Improper installation of
electrical circuits more than 15 years ago
could cost members of Ascension Lutheran
Church $30,000, and church officials say they
will have to rob Peter and Paul to make the
payment.
The church on Columbus' north side is
facing an estimated $30,000 back bill and
substantially higher monthly bills because it
has been paying for only a small portion of the
electricity it has used during the past 16 years.
The problem began in 1969, when the church
tripled the size of its building by adding a new
sanctuary and classrooms.

Allegations slow agenda
DAYTON (AP) - Local and federal investigations of allegations of wrong doing in the
police department have slowed implementation of Dayton Police Chief Tyree Broomfield's departmental agenda, but the man now
in his third year as chief says that "in spite of
all the negatives, we've got a good year ahead
of us.
"I refuse to let this department get captured
by the negatives," he said.

COLUMBUS (AP) - At least six members of
the Ohio State University Hospitals Board of
Trustees say they are satisfied with the hospital's administration despite the administration's failure to tell them about an internal
investigation and the hiring of a doctor with a
criminal record.
The trustees, in interviews Wednesday with
The Columbus Dispatch, said they do not
agree with former board member John Walton Wolfe, who expressed "deep dissatisfaction" with the hospital's administration.
Four of the trustees, however, said they
should have been told about the hospital's
internal investigation of Dr. Michael Swango
last February and the criminal record of Dr.
Charles Cloutier, co-director of OSU's trauma
unit.

MONDAY, February 18
7:00 p.m. Lecture: Fitness/Life After College.
Bowers. 7-8 p.m. SRC, second floor.
TUESDAY, February 19
7:00 p.m. Athletic Training Lecture, Donna
Stambaugh, Assistant trainer. SRC
WEDNESDAY, February 20

addition of a $1.2 million reSlacement aircraft to the state's
eet.
Sawyer told Davidson he had
not seen any studies which
would support a Transportation
Department contention that the
flights were cost effective, but
he said he was sure they were.

PIEDMONT APARTMENT
SPECIAL FEATURES
• 880 *,q. ft. per apartment
• 2 bedroom-1ft baths
centra* Gas and heating with
individual apartment control
• completely furnished
• utilities paid, except lor electricity
■ L shaped livinf .dining area with
balcony
• insulated window glass
■ sliding glass doors to balcony

$400/month
835 High St

352-9378

• wall -to-wall carpeting
, sound conditioned interior
i cable TV
kitchen comes equipped with a
Ga« range stainless steel sink
refrigerator, toed waste disposal

eitra lartje rkweu
twin beds in each bedroom
built in vanity m hallway
Itflffl closet
last recovery Gas water heating
carpeted halls and inside entrances
Gas-eQuipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building
patio areas with Gas grills available
tor each building

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to Health Spa
hydro spa whirlpool
indoor healed pool
metros sauna
aun lamps
complete exercise

Dr.

The 1985 KEY
Order a 1985 KEY during
Charities Week (Feb 11-15) and
The KEY will donate $2
to your
t
favorite charity
Help your favorite cause and get a great book to boot.
To order, fill out the coupon below or the card that will be in your oncampus mailbox Monday. Deposit the card in the drop boxes at your
dorm or at the Main Desk in the Union, or simply mail the card, via
campus mail, to The KEY, 310 Student Services.

I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
Charge tha coal (117.**) lo my account Do not pay lor tha book until
wiled by tha twraar.
I'll taka a yearbook, but I won't be
here to pick It up neit fall. Plane mall
The KEY to the address I've provided
below and charge me the addltonal
13.50 mailing coat.

Sand card to KEY Olfica,
310 Student Services Bldg. by
Campua mail.

individual person," said Rep. Jo
Ann Davidson, R-Reynoldsburg.
Her assessment came after a
House Finance subcommittee
hearing in which she questioned
Raymond Sawyer, the governor's chief of staff, about newspaper stories of the governor's
increased flying time and the

facilities S equipment

The key to your favorite charity
is

Donate $2 to

JOHN THOMAS, EDITOR of
the Ohio AFL-CIO's News and
Views, said the business lobbies
are exaggerating the effects of

the court decisions on a workers'
compensation program ranked
38th in the nation in costs and
12th in benefits.
Thomas scoffed at the suggestion that the system could cost
the state the Saturn plant. "Big
corporations like GM look at
things like public schools, higher
education, health and human
services, the infrastructure whether these states are building highways and upgrading
sewage treatment plants," he
said.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A

e
e
e
e
e

7:00 p.m. Nutrition and Weight Control. Theresa PoppBraun, The Well. Upstairs, SRC.

ORDER YOUR
1985 KEY
NOW

COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste's increased use
of state aircraft to shuttle himself and other officials around
the state sparked questions of
cost effectiveness yesterday at a
House state budget hearing.
"You've got to fly an awful lot
to justify the time saving to each

Trustees satisfied

Activities at Student Recreation Center:

Soc. Sec. No..

Neither Reimers nor Costello
could estimate the financial impact of the court rulings, but
Costello said his group is surveying its members, '%e're just
starting to get them (the questionnaires) back," he said.
Reimers said he is sure the
cost increase would be "very
significant."

Aircraft use questioned

Residence Life Week
"The Art of Taking Care of Yourself"

Name.

those inflicted suddenly at a
given time or place.
Another decision deplored by
the business lobbies, which represent thousands of employers
around the state, allows workers
to sue their employers for injuries even though the workers are
receiving workers' compensation benefits.
Prior to that decision, the
workers' compensation system
had been held as the exclusive
remedy for jobrelated injuries
in Ohio, Reimers said.

THE GAMMA
PHI'S WILL
SHINE
Chris and Gordon
Sue and Beau
Lynn and Sam
Charla and Jimi
Sue and Chris
Jennifer and Eric
Annette and Bill
Karla and Mark
Amy and Brad
Wendy-0 and Chuck
Moey and Morris Day
Carrie and Reg
Carole and Jim
Kim and Steve
Laura and Tim
Kim and Jeff
Christi and Bob
Becky and Donny
Alisa and Dave
Kelly and Tom
Lynn and Mike
Anne and Scott
Leigh and Dave
Debbie and Tadd
Sharon and Scott
Amy and Dan
Jennifer and Chris
Bob and Bill
Carolyn and Brad

Kelly and Dave
Tish and Mike
Lori and Brian
Jenny and Bob
Michele and Steve
Janet and Joe-mamma
Judy and John
Kristy and Jim
Twanya and Mike and Jon
Elaine and Fred
Sue and Greg
Sharon and Mark
Amy H. and The Men From ONU
Jill and Erik
Karen and Ken
Laurie and Pat
Sue and Roger
Mindy and Jon and Mike
Amy and Michael
Donna and Brad
Tracy and Larry
Julie and Dean
Barb and Brad
Peggy and John
Donna and Jerry
Cindy and Scott
The Minnesota Twins
Angel and Jeff
Marian and Jeff

LET'S GO CRAZY!!
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BG swim teams
to end seasons

Falcon cagers begin critical stretch
by taking on second place Broncos
at Toledo's Centenniel Hall.
Miami. W, is in third place
and Northern Illinois, who is 75, is in fourth. The Huskies
have rescheduled a game with
Ball State for Feb. ». It was
canceled on Wednesday due to
inclement weather.
BG has a chance to move up
in the race because they still
have to face EMU on Feb. 20
and NIU on Feb. 27. A loss in
any of their remaining games
could hurt the Falcons'
chances for the playoffs.
"EVERY GAME IS a big
game from here on in." Falcon
coach Fran Voll said. "We're
right in the thick of the race,
we need a good stretch run
now."
WMU got the best of BG

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

It's do or die time for Bowla Green's women's basketteam.
The Falcons control their
own destiny in the race for a
spot in the four-team MidAmerican Conference tournament.
BG is currently tied for fifth
in the MAC with Eastern Michigan at 74.
Tomorrow, the Falcons will
lace second place Western
Michigan, 9-4 m the MAC, in
Anderson Arena at 12:30.
Central Michigan, 12-1 in the
conference, looks to be the
favorite for the tournament,
which takes place on March 8-9

when they met on Jan. 19. The
Broncos, led by point guard
Tracy Well's 16 points, downed
the Falcons, 6«7. BG was led
by Rhonda Moore's 15 points
and Stephanie Coe's 14 points.
The rest of WMU's starting
lineup, besides Wells, is expected to be guard Shelly
Klare, forwards Vicky Musky
and AUeta Miller, and center
Brenda Goldner.
"Our defense was good the
last time we faced them," Voll
said. "They moved the ball up
the court on us: we have to get
back on defense a little
quicker."
A problem that has plagued
the Falcons throughout the
season has been inconsistent
shooting.

by Jeffery Fix
sports reporter

"Our shooting has been too
sporatic all season," he said.
'We have to improve that
weakness. We are working on
shooting in game situations
during practice. Fortunately
for us, our defense has saved
us in many of our games."
The Falcons are 6-0 in MAC
games at Anderson Arena this
season. Voll believes the BG
fans have something to do with
his teams success at home.
"The fans have been great,"
be said. "I think we have the
best support of our program of
any team in the MACT It's a
tribute to the fans.
"We are going to need that
kind of support going into the
stretch run for the MAC tournament."

Like the boxer who fights a
lesser opponent In preparation
for his upcoming title shot, this
weekend Bowling Green's
women's swim team will face
mediocre Ball State in a tuneup for the upcoming MidAmerican Conference
championship meet.
The undefeated Falcon
women will compete in their
final dual meet of the season
tomorrow at Muncie, Ind. at 4
p.m. against the 2-3 Cardinals.
"They're by no means as
good as we are." BG head
coach Rich Draper said. "We
would have to fall Oat on our
faces to get beat by them."
According to Draper, the
girls
are in the midst of a
n
taper", swimming for less
distance and more speed in
practice in order to rest up and
bring times down, and they are
a bit groggy because of it.
"When you do that (taper),
you have a tendency to go
through a period of time where
you're really sluggish in the
water." Draper said. "But I
still think we'll win."
WHILE THE Falcon women
have had little trouble chalking
up a 7-0 record, the men have
struggled. The Falcon men, 3-4

Congratulations to the Beta Theta
Pi Lil' Sis Actives:
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Patti Culley
Karen Bawman

Jill Albright
Natalie Barth
Patty Boerger

: See tomorrow's Sentinel for
The Great President's
Day 22% Off Sale.

mmmmmssmsmmmmmmi
Jill Dixon
Chris DeAngelo
Lynn Stuckey
Janet Gibson
Lori Tyrrell
Wende Voshell

Teresa Steinbach
Kim Shook
Diane Govern
Lisa Bumgarner
Tracy Kenney

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
*Heat *Water
"Cable Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus
400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

MARDI
GRAS
1985

"THE FUNNIES COME
ALIVE"

Saturday, \ ebruary 16
University Union
8 p.m. 12

H\//y

FUN,
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1-3 in the MAC, are
lg for a pair of dual
meets this weekend.
Tonight BG hosts Big 10 powerhouse Ohio State in Cooper
Pool at 7.
Draper said the Buckeyes
could finish as high as third in
their conference this year and
that they are very tough.
And why, pray teST would
anyone want to compete with a
team that good right before the
conference meet?
"It's good when you see
somebody ahead of you in the
water." Draper said. "It gives
your athletes an incentive to
come back."
After that tough test the Falcons will travel with the
women to face the Cardinals in
their final dual meet of the
year.
"It will be a very tough
meet." Draper predicted.
"They've got a solid squad this
year.
In fact BSU does have a solid
Suad this year with a 5-1 overdual meet record.
Draper put the whole weekend in perspective not as a life
or death situation but rather,
"just a chance for the kids to
swim their events one more
time before the
championships."
A tune-up.

I

• Downtown

Bowling Green
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Pizza 1/2 price

5
!

MONDAY and WEI
WEDNESDAY

,

Inside Only!

4-9 p.m.

352-3551

BGSU ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN

* * * GET AWAY 1985 * *
Win 2 round trip United Airlines tickets to Fort Lauderdale! Plane
leaves Toledo on Fri., March 8 and doesn't return until March 15!
Purchase your raffle ticket in the BA Lobby for $2.00 Feb. 4-19 or
see any ACW member.

The Brothers of
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE THEIR NEW
ACTIVES
Darren Hall

Jeff Phillips

Craig Hooks

Matt Ryder

Jim Kronenberger

Brian Sherlock

Roger O'Connor

Sam Travalino

AID PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THEIR
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS
Brad Barr
Mike Bayer
Dalas Black
John Bokas
Kevin Carlisle
Dave Clark
Keith Everiss

Jay Gummere
Bill Imber
Doug Munro
Jim Scholz
Save Soughan
Bill Taylor
Rob Taylor

\
\
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BG and Miami icers meet with
playoff positions on the line
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

When Bowling Green's hockey
team faced Miami at the end of
last season, it already had a
conference championship under
its belt and secured home ice
advantage in the first round of
theplayoffs.
The Falcons host MU this
weekend at 7 p.m. at the Ice
Arena, but this time they are still
battling for one of the two remaining home ice spots in the
first round of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs. Michigan State and Lake
Superior have already claimed
the first two spots.
The Redskins also have something at stake in the series as
they still have a chance in qualifying for the playoffs. They own
an 8-17-3 CCHA record good
enough for 19 points and a two
way tie for seventh place with
Michigan.

The last time these two teams
met BG swept the series in Oxford, 10-4 and 5-3. However, the
Redskins are 3-4-1 in their last
eight games and according to
BG head coach Jerry York are
not the same team the Falcons
faced in the first half of the
season.
"Miami is really starting to
play well of late in the season,"
York said. "Based on what they
did on the first half of the year,
I'm a little surprised."
BG ENTERS THE series with
a four game losing streak. York
considers BG's most recent loss,
a 3-1 decision to MSU, the team's
best game of the season. The
game was not decided until
MSU's Tom Anastos scored on
the empty net with 11 seconds
remaining.
York said he would like to
continue that performance
going into this weekend.
"I m not concerned with what
the other teams have to do or

how many points they have,"
York said. ''I just want to concentrate on playing well."
He will use the same lineup as
he did in the MSU game in which
he broke up the top line of
George Roll, Paul Ysebaert, and
Jamie Wansbrough.
Andy Gribble will skate with
Roll and Ysebaert while Wansbrough will play on the same
line as Iain Duncan and Brent
Regan. Don Barber, Brian Meharry and Geoff Williams make
up the third line. York will use
these three lines the majority of
the series.
Dave Randerson will also be
spotted at either right or left
wing when he does not skate
with Rob Urban and Daryn Fersovich.
Gary Kruzich will start in goal
tonight, and York make the
goaltending decisions on a game
by game basis for the remainder
of the season.

-Sports Cap
MEN'S BASKETBALL — The
Falcons will try to make it two
in a row tommorow in Anderson Arena at 3 p.m. when they
play Western Michigan.

GYMNASTICS—BG travels to
Muncie, Ind. to compete
against Ball State tomorrow at
1 p.m. The Falcons record
stands at 7-3 overall and 3-1 in
the Mid-American Conference.

p.m. Should they win, the Falcons would conclude their regular season at 84 overall and >
0 in the Mid-American Conference.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL —
Still in contention for a spot in
Mid-American Conference post
season play, BG hosts Western
Michigan tomorrow at 12 p.m.
in Anderson Arena.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING — A
chance for an undefeated season rides on tomorrow's meet
for the Falcons when they
swim against Ball State at 4

MEN'S SWIMMING — The
Falcons will host Ohio State at
7 p.m. at Cooper Pool, then
travel to Ball State tomorrow
for a 1 p.m. start.

- INTRODUCES ITS 1985-86 OFFICERS:
President
Brian Nau
Vice President of Internal
Affairs
Tim McGovern
Vice President of Rush
Treasurer
Secretary
Social Chairman
Housemanager
Pledge Educator

Alumni Correspondent
Public Relations
IFC Representative
Communications
Scholarship
Chaplain
Guards

ANNIVERSARY-BIRTHDAY
PARTY
SATURDAY, FEB. 16
J
$4.00 5 till 9
-ALL YOU CAN DRINK DRAFT
-ALL YOU CAN EAT DOMINOS PIZZA

U

THETA CHI FRATERNITY

Athletic Chairman
Historian

YOU'RE INVITED TO
UPTOWNS 6th

L

ex ex ex ex ex ex ex

*FIRST 100 IN GET SPECIAL EDITION T-SHIRTS-FREE!
•EVERYONE GETS A DOOR PRIZE!
T-SHIRTS, HATS, BEER MUGS
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Alex
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Heidi

Michelle
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Ass't Rush
Ass't Treasurer
Ass't Social

Dale Michelich
Bill Higham
Mike Williams

Pat Shalala
Matt Suhrer
John Thomas
Craig Tuley
Mike Williams

Da

WELCOMES OUR NEW PLEDGES

n

Kurt
tfeal

*'

Deeb Alawan
Bill Blatterman
Scott Bowen

Lisa
*to
Don
,

Who's Your Sweetheart?
AA

Vince McNary
Bill Sulesky
Craig Tuley
Tim Norris
Scott Calhoun
Craig Kamen
Paul Bates
John Thomas
Eric Melkerson

Rick

<3

»

Tim Myers
Rick Crouse
Ron Gunton
Dan Frydl

Kevin Keough
Jim Kincaid
Pete Marchant
Dale Michelich
Tim Norris

^%

Debbie

Calvin Fought

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW
ACTIVES:

Joh,

Deb
_,
pa«*
K
*y
4nn

Tim Noonan
Bill Pullano

?iU>M9MvM9AAv^9MvAA9M

Student Recreation Center

SUNSHINE AUCTION
Sunday, Feb. 17
Activity Center
3:00-5:00 p.m.
(free admission)
• Arts & Crafts • Posters • Paintings
- Ail proceeds go to
The American Cancer Society
Sponsored by:
SRC Student program board &
American Cancer Society

v

^

Bill Hollister
Steve Holmes
Chuck King
Tony Lutz
Jim Martis
Kraig McCutcheon
Mike Meiser
Scott Myers
John Post

J.B. Burns
Mike Capretta
Dave Cohen
Todd Cooper
Tom Crocker
Vince Culotta
Ricky Dulbs
Bob George
Jeff Fender
Tom Forristell
Todd Haywood

Mike Ryan
Todd Schaeffer
Ken Schwieterman
Joe Wassem
Ted Wiegand
George Heath

ex ex ex ex ex ex ex
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Abortion, pregnancy teats
student raleo
CENTS! FOB CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-256-7789

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
AMOCUTWN FOM CAMBI WOMBI
KEEP SELLMO THOSE RAFFLE TICKETS
• WE'RE TORONTO BOUND •

TYPING SERVICES
16 yre experience term papera. letlora.
raaumaa. 1 -866-2240 neeeonopte ralaa

Moaxeey. Fakw! 11. 7:»p.«i<iK
tapt Una, J«I Bear at

. All crtsalnM ruatlee 4 ere■a^ are etranaty uroed to
I an* «pon la a*.
"Attention pro-phyelcol therapy etudent*. A
reraaeervaarve Irom ShorJytxook Unguage and
Leerrang Carter. Modua. Connecticut, a* ba
on campua Monday, Februery 18. to Mar***
•or oummar phyalcal therapy eld** For mom
Watii. contact me Coiege of Haaftn and
Conaway Sarvloaa omoa. Skjnupa lor Warvl—*. ara In Mia Plaoaaiani onto*."

PERSONALS
-Alter Houra" aren't |ual tor weekends! Party et
STREAMERS Monday nlghta '« 4a m.
ALPHA PHIS. We're looking lorward lo a great
tea nan you toraahl* THE PHI TAPS
ANDY, JEFF t LEE- -THANK'* FOR
eWTTSM ME OUT OF THE SNOWI
PWJ TAU MXHM* BROCK
ATTENTION AU GREEKS KAPPA SIGMA ALL
GREEK BOOK SCHOLARSHIP RAFFLE IS

Fatoon Ok* Luncheon
Friday, Fab isth
John Wamart 4 Jarry York
w« ba epoardng OuaaHon and
anaarar aaaakm to MOM.
loa Ararat Lounga 12:00 noon
M rjur woloomol

COMMO
• ■ ATTENTION • ■
For M thoee going to heaven too bad, Al lha
tuns going to ba In Her that weekend.
Kappa Sigma Go To Hal 86
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVTT MEETS
EVERY TUESDAY AT 7 30 112 LIFE SCIENCE - OPEN TO ALL COME VOICE YOUR
OPINION (WE CAN HELP)

-PLANMNO TO TAKE A LANGUAGE M FALL
1986? PLACEMENT TESTS WILL BE OVEN
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 23. 1986, ROOM
300 UNIVERSITY HALL AT 9:00 AM. NO
PRE—REOBTRATKM IS NECESSARY. IF
YOU HAVE 0UE8TWW8 CALL 2-2081 "

NEED AN ELECTIVE FOR YOUR lUaaWR
SCHEDULE? CHECK OUT INSURANCE MO
TnMtUnaaTTL

THE ART OF TAKNQ CARE OF YOURSELF"ttnahMa Auction. Sun. Fab 17. 3-6p.nl.
SRC. Procoeda go to tia Arnarlcan Canoar
Society. AEROBICS- 5 to 6 p.m Acavtjee
Canlar ol SRC Moa. Fab It: Panal Daouaakm
on SUdde Provoraton Counaatng. 3:30 p.m.,
11SEduc Bug IDaacaM toward laculy. ahaT
4 Mudanl Btedere) Panal Oaouaalon on SuxMe
deeded toward atodank). Prom Hal. 7 p.m
Hka- "SurvMng," Channel 7. 7pm LaakwaRunntogAJa After Colaga 7-8 p.m. SRC.
Sacond Floor

Did you target?
To sign up tor Cross Country Skiing at tie
Student Rec Canter? Ski dale- Fob 18
Kepe* oajaaa "Go T* Han 'IS", Where
thteas repay at HOT!
SORORITY RUSH STARTS...
FEB. 17, 19*4
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT GREEK LIFE
OFFICE 4 RESIDENCE HALLS MAIN DESKS.
0UMTI0NI11 464-7611 or 372-2151
Beta's.
Good Luck at Ha) Cap* Tournament!
Love the U Sisses

Today la your last chance to baooma a pan ol
the biggaal on campua laofooelonal organise■onl GET INVOLVED M AMAI Sign up m BA
Lobby, Friday, Fab 16, 11:30-3:00
WOULD YOU UH TO TRAVEL WITHOUT
TAKING A SEMESTER OUT OF YOUR
COLLEGE CAREER? Yoa can afland ana Ol
74 ooBoeee aaroaa DM ooontry and mete
aw* that your oouraee wW trenefer bad k>
BGSU through the NATIONAL 4TUOENT
PCHAWOIPROORAMI Oal ul Hall ana ara
waned tool Ta team am, oaMaal 1714202
ar 231
la Fab. 211

Bob (Bruno).
Although a pern you sometimes are.
You're etfl the sweetest guy, by tar.
Tomorrow night wl be so much run.
Because tor ma you're the only one.
Love. Jenny
Bob Scott.
Time lo get wad al dressed In red! Lets
leeatiiale 21 it atylel
Lovoya. Coiaan
Carrie Boden
Pledging a over and you're finely an active
WNH Rose Congratulatlona! I'm reefy happy
to have you as my U SJS
Love. JoAnn

L08T . FOUND

Congratulations lo Debbie Knaul tor being our
PN Tau Baakatbal Queen Candidate! Wei be
cheering you on!
Love, Your oz Stater*

Bea*'ax*oy'gloveeM301 UHalMon 2/11
balwaan 12:30 4 3:30. Pteaaa return' Jim
372-3047
CAROLE SCHULER
GET READY TO ROCK WITH THE MEN FROM
ONU
LOVE. AMY H

LOST
Back coal at Howard'! Friday nrte Hat Royal
Out km and button*- ette 9 Pteaaa return!
Andraa 2-4842

RUSH COUNSELOR
INFORMATION NKJHT
MONDAY. FEB II
1:00 p.m.
TOWN ROOM IN UNION
FOR MORE INFO.

CAUeTt-oTeB

FOUND 1 Gold neddec* on F*b 12 In Unrversay Feel CM to identify 352-1052

It's bean a whe* since wave pomed together
rtas ame MI ba batter than aver Ware
paychad! The Phi Mua

Fount Typing
Superior queaty On a xerox memory writer
*1 00/pege On campua pk*-up (M-F) 4:00
pm 889-2579
TEST PREPARATION
MCAT CLASSES STARTING NOW
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
3550 SECOR. TOLEDO • 536-3701

DteneCan you beieve it's bean a month since
Christmas? The arne is flying by but II seome
But forever since we mat Happy 4 month
annrversary I can't tel you how happy I am that
ware stu together but I can tel you that I love
you and I can't wait to go to he*' wtOl you
Happy Vatenhnea Day. too.
Love. Andy

l
b
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
26
33
34
35
37
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
46
50
53
54
55
57
62
64
66
67
66
60
70
71

DOWN
1 f sixes
2 Scoop of a kind
3 French
husband

'
,.

i-

r- p—

Fate,
We can do anything we want, we're cottage

NtootaA Mend onca told ma:
AFTER IT RAWS. YOU MUST LOOK FOR THE
RAINBOW Your big krvae you- totsll
__m_^____
Arwaya.Judl

OAMMA FM DATE PARTY
QSMMA PHI DATE PARTY
GAMBIA PHI DATE PARTY
■d your graduation dele to
Hee drop/odd
Be delayed? II so csM o. writs Undergraduate
Student Government 405 Student Services
NEED AN ELECTIVE FOR YOUR
SCHEDULE? CHECK OUT INSURANCE MO
TH» oUo*jtm
"GREEN BEANS ARE COMt*3|Hey Betas
Want looking lorward to the tea.
Love. The LT Staees
Hay Ruraiteotambl
I'm looking lorward to a groat time M Moonshine
Luv Ys. Sue
HSA TUITION RAFFLE
LAST DAY TO WIN IS FEB. 18
4939 IS A LOT OF MONEY!
SC*X7reTV RUSH STARTS...
FBI. 17, 1MS
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT GREEK LIFE
OFFICE 4 RESIDENCE HALLS MAIN DESKS
OUaxTrONS?? 1S4-75I1 OR 171-1141
R's nottolraj to be an orgy, M'sa PNOsrame
Delia Tea CM Party.
John,
Good took on your second Intenrtew wttti MM
taatd week. I knew you can do HIM I tent you I
CtarftLjy*
JON COOK
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAYI (BELATED! I
THOUGHT ABOUT WRITING WELL THEN I
•IHOUQHT AGAIN LOVE. YOU KNOW WHO
KAPPA DELTA: A OFT YOU GIVE TO A
FFJJtWB.
Kethy Oalrlng,
Congratulations on being elected KD House
Chairmen tor IMS. You'll do a great tab.
Loae In A.O.T., Your KO Staters
Kevin T. - Oat paychad lor a wad weekend!
We're gonna ba "out ol oontrolt" Ch*rl
KIRSTEN BUTTON
C^>f>*X*taetttoM on a tab wall dona In the
1MS Miss SGSU Pageant Love, The aletera
al Alpha XI Delta
Khty,
Congrats on your new |ob with Kodeklll I'm
so proud ol my Stall
PHI Mu Lou*, U'l Susan

Let th* Cr*ac*nt SNnel
CM Bte Oteaans Pta Pete Party
Ul KRtSTEN RECK
CCNGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW OFFICE
AND YOUR ACTIVATION! I'M SO EXCITED
FOR YOU! SEE YOU AT 6:00- SHARP!
YOUR BIG-LOW
ULLMOA.
FRIDAY NK1HT IS GOING TO BE GREAT
FEAR NOT. WEAR YOUR WHITE SHORTS
AND BRING YOUR GUN. YOU HOSER.
CAUSE WE'RE GOING TO HAVE A SOUIRTIN
TaVE.
REG
ULMCHELE.
GET PSYCHEO FOR WHTTE ROSE ACTIVATION TONIGHT! CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE YOUR BIG. OEBBK
u Peggy Scott.
Get eicried lor Activation and Big Party lor the
tun has rust begun' Get ready for a groat
semester! Love. Big Pebble

DtANNE FERRARA.
ARE WE OC4NQ TO HAVE A WILD TIME OR
WHAT ON SATURDAY! IT SEEMS WHENEVER WE GET TOGETHER 0.000 TIMES
ALWAYS FOLLOW. LET'S HAVE A PRE—
PARTY TONMHT WITH FLYING STEELI
LOVE.J

LITTLE HEATHER.
CONGRATULATIONS ON OOMQ ACTIVE'
YOUVE FINALLY MADE IT - SO GET READY
TO CELEBRATE! LOVE YAI BIO KATHY

41 Philadelphia
br**kl**t lieai
45 Oncamor*
47 "
a
rambiin'
wrack..."
49Take*d*iight
(with in 1
50 Gal's guy
51 Hautboys

NANCY OEVANEY
ltAPPT»l»ala»ITHOAVII
NANCY DEVANEY:
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAYI
DOHT WORRY- YOU'RE NOT THAT OLD!
HAVE A 0000 WEEKEND 4 DON! SLEEP
TOOMUCHII
LOVE, TONYA 4 MARSHA

Dane.
Thanks tor the 2nd chance The Best a yet to
come Looking lorward to tonight "no stars ara
Out but ware Bheang our own 4ght"
Love always. Dave

Old you forget?
To sign up for Croes Country Skang at the
Student Rec Center? Ski date-Feb 16

NEED AN ELECnvE FOR YOUR StJaaMER
SCHEDULE? CHECK OUT INSURANCE MO
THttlUltMER.
SORORITY RUSH STARTS...
FEB. 17, IBM
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT OREEK LIFE
OFFICE 8 RESIDENCE HALLS MAM DESKS.
OIJEaTlOMfm 444-7441 OR 172-2161
LAMBOA CM ALPHA FRATERNITY
STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE PROGRAM
CONGRATULATIONS BROTHERS
OF THE WEEKTHE ENTIRE LAMBDA CM ALPHA CHAPTER
OF BQ.SU. THANKS FOR THE BEST
CONCLAVE EVERI
NATIONALS, B*MAr*A»QtlJ), a^OIANA
LAMBDA CM ALPHA
QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"ROBES ARE STUPID,
VIOLETS ARE QUEER.
TO HSU WITH THE FLOWERS,
JUST GIVE HE A BEERI"
HAPPY VALENTIME'S DAY BOBU

52 Wolf* and
others
56 AMA members
58 Hindu
incarnation
59 Court scor*
60 SM 50 Down
61 Gsmbktr's
chance*
63 Time initials
65 Form*r dim
st'en

To my Little Krnten.
Coiyaliaalona on your Sigma Nu wrata Woaa
aotfcaatetl
Love yal Your fan Hal. Kartl
To aay Little Jaa>,
You're my b**t Mend and future raontmete.
TIM food thnee haaa only fuet baounl
Cinpilililliiii an your WUte Boee
nleliaBial I'm proud al yaul
Laa*. Year Bej Ha. Kant Inn
Tony and Cral*

Ta our Belt deaaa: Bnan, Dan | aordonTomorrow'. the reght
and am can't wan
We Mr* our Dee*
are reaay gram
Our date party
wB be tola of tun.
Wei prova that Qamme PN
la number onat
Loa* your Oamma PM dalaa: Lori, Kany t
Cnrta
To ear BAE Baaaa:
PaaL Jan IBWryT) 4 Douf (Boy?)
Oat "«ED"-dy to prore to aaeryone there
that M'. and 4AE'. mete the Beet palra.
Loa*. Yoar DZ Oaaaa Pom. Tammy 4 Joann
TO SPEEDY. dOT. T C I OTtEIL, PLAN ON
HAVMQ THE BKJQEST BLAST AT GAMMER
DATE PARTY ITS PARTY TaVaE WHEN
(JAMMERS 4 DELTS GET TOGETHER! YOUR
DATES JELLO, OfOT JH„ NANU I BRATTY.

matm no* tummy* auto)

Rag,
Ineemry • on the way You'd barter reel up for
Saturday!
Qoita toy* ya, Carrie
PUSH AGO
Monday Feb 18 8:30orS:16
PJJBHAQD
SAM AND TOCO.
TOMORROW IS YOUR LUCKY DAY.
WITH ALPHA 0ELT8 YOU BOTH CAN PLAY,
SO BE READY AT YOUR HOUSE AT 8.
'CAUSE THESE TWO GIRLS CAN HARDLY
WAIT.
LOVE. 2 ANXIOUS ALPHA PELTS
SAM rS HAPPY HOUR*- 4 TO 4pm
a? YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
ShanBoy, wave both had our upa and downa that
semester Just remember to look out lor * 1 and
al w» be the. Your roommate love* you! JurJ
EON
SHINE ON OAMMA PMI
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSE PLEDQESYEAI YOU'RE FINALLY QOaNO ACTtVEII!
THANKS FOR A FUN SEMESTER ARE YOU
READY FOR A BIG WEEKEND?
1S0N0RATULATIONS- LOW
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVT MEETS
EVERY TUESOAY AT 7:30 112 UFE SCIENCE OPEN TO ALL. COME VOICE YOUR
OPINION (WE CAN HELP)
Hesdropleddc—.»d your graduation dele to
ue delayed? It so call w write Undergreduete
Student Oeneraiaeiil 406 Student Santeee
172-MS4
• • • SUE DOMAN • • •
CONGRATULATIONS ON MEMBERSHIP
CHAIRMAN' HAVE A GREAT TIME ON THE
ISLAND
AGO LOVE I MINE, KAREN

UPTOWN* Ml ANNWER8ABY PAHTV BAT..
Fta) 14.0«T THBK EAIB.Y- tat IM H THE
OOOB OET SPECIAL EDITION T-BrBnTS.
EVEBYONE ELBE OETS DOOR PPJZES
INCLUO«Q HATS. T-aVBnTt • BEE"
MUOB-Mpaa
NEED AN ELECTIVE FOB YOUR MeTJER
SCHEDULE? CHECK OUT INSURANCE 900
TUB BU**a*JTt

The Gamma PM'a arm ahlna,
We're looking lorward to e greet Bme et date
party Baa ya thanyl
IkaoajatajRl
That ■ a formal congratulations on your Alpha
PN activation and a Better chance to HI you
whal a wonderful Wend end Ittta you ere! Sorry
I've been ao busy. Love you. Diana
ToGEBO
I Love You
Betvane
Love GE BO
TOM "THE BETA" DAVIS,
TOIaOaatOW FINALLY IS THE DAY
AMD YOU 4 I WILL BE ON OUR WAV
AN ALPHA DELT 8 BETA! IT'LL BE OREAT.
SO GET READY FOR OUR FUN DATE I

FRI-SAT 7:30 p.m.

FALCONS vs. MIAMI

ANSWER TO PttEVlOUS PUZZLE
I.1MI 1MI I
HU.-.IUIH ULH'l
MIJIIIIM
HHMIJII !• I I
IIHMtlll
M|B|»|ll|[i||.l|.|H
IIIIIJII
141114
Jll III

i ii ii.mi ii( :n IK! MI JII i
I II mi i MI mi i i in ii
HUM i nil ii i , in i

VAN WERT CO. SEEKI HUMAN RESOURCE
MAJOR FOR BllaSMaTR CO-OP. MUST HAVE
COMPLETED SOPHIIORE YEAR WITH AT
LEAST A 1.1 OPA. PAYS ABOUT 17.00 AN
HOUR. CALL THE CO—OP OFFICE FOR
DETAILS. 172-2441 OR STOP BY 222 ADM.
BLDO.
Experienced help wanted at the Hutch Pat
Shop. Apply In peraon at 1011 8 Man 382
8469
SeHaparaon to eel medium priced coatume
Rarefy. No caah. no oatatoguaa, no portal
needed, immadajta caah lo e»**»parann. Cal
Jan GoMarnafi. otflce |41B| 337-3337, reeldance (419) 337-0382 126 N. FJton SI
Wauseon. OH 43587
2 f RoommMes needed tor 85-88 school
yoar. Cal aoonl Dabble 364-8992 or
turn 2-3808

FOR SALE
FOR SALE COMPACT REFPIOERATOR 4 8
CU. FT. S1O0 VERY GOOO CCIOTION. 2
YEARS OLD CAU DAVE 364-8272
Mob4a horn* In Qypey Lane. 2 bdrm., 10 « 60
Save rant I txau aguly. AaMng 43,300
352-1731 etler 5 or weekend
4 KEG BEER TROUGH. 1125 OR BEST OFFER

eTMBM
Teen bed • naltia** 4 apftng. $40? 384-8111
82 Ford EXP Excels condition 354-1392
'78 Toyota Corrole good mesagi Must aeltl
Beat offer 362-9128

FOR RENT
SORORITY RUSH ST ARTS...
FEB. 17, IBM
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT OREEK UFE
OFFICE 4 RESIDENCE HALLS MAM DESKS.
OUESTX)N*TT S44-T441 OR 37J-21I1
YOU'RE INVITED TO UPTOWN'S Ml
ANNP/ERSARY PARTY. SAT. FEB II. A1LYOU-CAN-EAT DOMWIO'B PIZZA. AU
YOU CAN DRtNK DRAFT. M ADaBSSfON.
I LOST ALL MY ID'S SOMEWHERE
BETWEEN UPTOWN AND MYLES FPJOAY
NKJHT (8th) CONTAINS DRIVER'S LICENSE.
SCHOOL ID. VA CARD. RED CROSS CARD.
AND A FEW OTHERS. PLEASE RETURN IF
FOUND CALL 372-5347 ASK FOR CHRB
RUSH KAPPA DELTA:
SUN. FEB 17,1:I0-*:16. a-.IS-IOtOOpm
MEXICAN FIESTA, WED. FES 20, »:0O10:00pm. KD SKI LODGE PARTY. DRESS
CASUAL. FOR aaORE INFO. CALL 2-2*71
SPRING BREAK HURRY! South Prdro and
Steamboat ere sold out But there's atB a IHe
apace left at Deytona Beach starting at S78,
Muatang MencVPort Aranaa* tor $1 IB and
Corpus ChrtM at S7B DONT WAIT ANY
LONGER - CALL SUNCHASE TOURS TODAY
TOLL FREE 1-800-321-6» 11 or contact your
local campua repreeemaOve or travel agency.
rajHRYl

CARTY RENTALS
Hou**- 928 E. Woootar
4 bedroom for 8 etudenta
Apt*- 311 E Marry St
2 bedroom tor 4 students
(Inc. heal, cabal, water A aawaga)
S130/a*oh- »686/semeater
830 N. Summit. 4125/eech
3 man apt*- 318 E. Many St.
Summer Rentela et Special Retea tor
Houaaa.-Rooma -Apia.
Ofllca Houra 11 -4 pm al 318 E. Marry Apt 3
or phone anyama for Wo 362-7366
One end two bedroom aoartmentamo
do** to cempue S and V Renaaa Bam 3pm
362-7454 After 5pm cal 832-7866.
Student wanted to manage ajajaj apartment in
exchange tor rent conceeelon. Mual be honeet.
plmanl, I mecrterecaay moaned Cal 8238016 (local after 8pm)
2 - Bedrm Apt. S. Main St.. $250 paja uH
cal 810 AM. 364-7288

Apartmarna. Houaee. Dupkaxaa
Cal 364-2260 or 352-8563
John Nevdove Reel Eetala
319 E Wooater

30-80% OFF Sole
Jeono N TrUnoa 831 RMga St

The BGSU Mortar Board la the
Itneet group I've never mat."
Bob from Kent
The Brothers ol Sigma Cm would axe to
l Laura Harris on her crowning aa
lot Sigma Ct» Wa ara proud to have
you represent our houae aa sweetheart. Beat
wtahes lo you

Progreeelve comeany aaeUng arraillloua ln»
«lual lor summer employment Eiceaent aKperlenoa lor the buelneas minded Individual
puraxng a bualnaaa Oegree wl involve the
coorrJnaBon of outtnga and apedel aventa
MMmum ol two yaara of undergraduate aludy
and flexible hour* a muet. Send personal
ntormefion or reeume to Qaouga Lake Peraonnol Oept. toeo Aurora Fa], Aunn. OH
44801.
Student wented lo manage smal apartment m
exchange for rent oonoaaMon Must be honeet,
plaeasnt I mechenKaay moaned Cal 8238015 fbcal slier 8pm|
OONrERNMENT JOBS S15.O00-S50.0OOryr
poesajle Al cccupellona CH 1-806887
8000 Ext fl 9849 for Mormaaton.

uaaOEPXMIArjljATE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION 0€f*ErlAL aaEETINO
MONO AY FEB 14. 4:10
MUETl ALUMNI CENTEB

SENIOR SALUTE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
4 Actress
Sommcf
5 Stocks
6 Total, lor short
7 Sprightly
8 Sub
9 Fatherly
10 Typaol
manager ADCK
11 Dancero'
a kind
12 Santa
13 As of now
18 Rock idol
22 Varnish
component
25 Paean pans
27 Ancient
Jewish
fon'ess
28 island in a
palindrome
29 Part ol spaed
30 Dances,
in a way
31 A Swiss train,
usually
32 Vision
36 French raba.
174*93
36 Wing, in Franc*
39 Small insect

What could poee»y be more
funrxaThuradayraghf?

FUBJ ■ (0ELTA8I
1 BELIEVE THAT THrS SITUATION
ABSOLUTELY REQUIRES A REALLY FUTILE
AND STUPID GESTURE BE DONE ON SOME
BODY'S PART "-'AND WE'RE JUST THE
GUYS TO DO ITI"-T J.

LI'TAMMY.
REALLY LOOKING FORWARD TO PARTYING
WITH YOU SO EP STYLE ON FRIDAY FORGET THE RICE AND SOGGY BREAD. WE'VE
GOT KEGS SCOTT

Experienced tax rxeparatton $7 50- short lorm.
t15-tono 352-0991

ACHOSS
HiQh«9i point
Dai-ght In<
informally
Out!
Mint's (mO
On«<«lle<)
CfMIUf* Var
Wool. Pre'iv
Hagltme dance
LoM traclion
Bark* »
pitches
Asian weight
Timatabia ab6r
Companion of
vigor and
vitality
SlrMtcar lint
Prolibtted
Athiaiic org
Cuts Ol meal
Weapon a Lai
Mill dross
Fisntngrod
P*»1
Diamond haisi?
Related
Protwto'
Autocrat
Rootrrs
St Johns
Mideast pnnce
Graat aunt lo
William and
Marry
Boss
Beverage
Slowdown
Mirrorad, m
assnsa
Quarrelsome
parson
Snowy
Danced.m
away
Supports
NearDy
Behave
Adjutant, (or
ShOft
Curve*
Busy
insects

•OrKJaaTY RUSH STARTS...
FEB. 17, ISM
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT OREEK LIFE
OFFICE 4 rbMoOBMCE HALLS MAIN DESKS.
QUESTIONS?? 154-7811 OR 172-1141

LAST CHANCE
TO WIN
A SEMESTER'S TUITION

Oaa See* fat ready lo party "Hearty"... It's
oountea nlghtll

SERVICES OFFERED

Moay,
You better be careM that meokend Someone
rraght laid out execBy what your morale are!

Dar- Brian and Kevin ara in tor a wad one' Gat
psyched to get "out ol control' with your big!
Luv. Char

KEY CHAIN WITH 2 CATS
(BOYNTON) ON IT 3 KEYS ARE ATTACHED
IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 2-5130

Ride needed to Rocheeter Ml or surrounding
area 2/16. Wl help w/ gas M 372-1911.
Nancy

Doug O'Neal Oat paychad tor a "BIO"
-RED HOT DZ-SIGMA NU Saturday reghtlll
Luv. Karen

Kappa Slgraa "Go To Hall '15"
What* 'Hal' la Heeven tor a night

__

RIDES

CongraaaBapne on becoming Sigma CM Sweethaartl You're our eweetneert too.
Love, Your PN Mu atatera

Data McCarty Congratulations on being FLU
brother ol the month Thanks for doing such a
good |ob with Rush Get peyched tor Animal
House!
The FIJI'S

LOST: LarJaa gold HeJxoe watch, between
Lehman 4 Main and Taoo Bel or Founders
Great sentimental value Pteaaa eel Marti 3648133

DonSnydar.
Ar* you ready to party? Tomorrow at going to
be great' Sea you at the house at 8:301
Your mystery Alpha Date

WANTED
LOOKING FOR FEMALE ROOMMATES TO
SHARE AN APARTMENT WITH FOR FALL '88.
CALL SUE AFTER 5:30 AT 372-44B2
Wantod Management 300 boo* WB pay S15
or beat otter 372-3B26. needed Imrnodeneryl
3 limatai n**d 1 nonemoklng reeponetile
farnaa) roommeas lor 1985-88 school year.
Brand new apartment n Haven Houee Compan Cal Keay 354-8524

Houaee I Apte for 1986-88 school yoar
Smrth-Boggs nanaHa 352-9467 btwn 12
4pm or 352 8917 after 8 00pm
NeedF students to IB apt* and houaee Aval
now Neat campua Ph -362-7385.
Apt tor Rant tor 4»rtr*j •
1 bedroom, fatty ham. apt Heat, Cable TV
taaaaiaa, aajaar paid by owner Cloae to
campua Cal 142-7112 aa> for Rtcn,
Steeping rooma aval Fum 4 unajm. Aval 2nd
aamaatar Neat I dean Cal Newtova Mgmt.
352-6820,
TWRSTtl APARTMENTS

An coHtxvomiG.

FULLY CARPETED, CA-

Roomrraaa naarJad for 8prtngySurnrn*r
Apt. Comer of S Colaga I Napoleon,
neor drtvethru naaaonehle. Cal Don
or Damon 364 8141
eded for 86 88 veer
2 Female roorr
Ctoee to campua Free gaa and heat
Cal 352-0830

BLEVtSION. EFFK3ENCY. LAUNDRY FACHJ
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL
461 THUR8TW AVE 352-6436

rioommale needed, own room 2 peraon 2
bdrm ept Cable. Rant S99. dean Cal 3723925 or 352-9467 or 362-8917

2 bedroom apt*, i saann Daia 352-4380

Need to rant: Married couple. 1 bdrm or elf.
unfum, m*|. app , rant by mo or 8 mo. I****
bog. Dec 85 Location not tnp. In Bowing
Groan Cal Leeh. 352-8179 Late Eve'a. 3521957 wKnda.

:
ALl RENTALS
2 - Bedroom, AC. fuHy lumlshed ap

raaaa. CaB S42-4SM

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt.
r**r*»o*her, extra atorage
Corner of S Coaage » Sixth
Cal 352-3841 12-4 or 364-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN?
ARC YOU A CASINO. SHARING, CREATIVE
1180*11 CONBaDER A SUMMER CAM?
STAFF POSITION:
WATERFBONT STAFF (WSI, BOATaMG)
SPECIALISTS:
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
ARTS S CRAITS.IaVSIC.DRAMA.SPORTS,
CfJIJNBilORI
CONTACT:
Anlsneld Day CempCamp Wise
Jewish Community Center 1404 MeytWd
Rood
Ctasalanal HeMhta, OMa 44111

Rockledge Manor
Large 2 bedroom rurrathod apt
Olehweaher. extra storage
South Coaage and eth
Cal 362-3841 or 364-2280
John Newlove. Reel Estate

FM 1985
2 bdrm turn apt
362-2883
HOUSES AND APAjmSMTS clM#
pea tor leeaaeer 1 SSI MM) '**
1-247-4S41
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ROLL
ATTEMD BOTH BG-MIAMI HOCKEY GAME
THIS WEEKEND AND SALUTE THE SENI
Mi^JBERS OF T
THE TEAM
fEAM \WHO
/HO ARE PLAYI
PLAYlNC
REGULAR SEASON HOME
GAMES.

EDDIE MURPHY
reRLYMILLS
AT 7:30 A 9:50
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Something Different
Spring Break

Tie B6 News Magazine
February 15.1985

for

Inside
New York
Toronto
Chicago
Hosteling

The Florida Alternative
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WINTER SPECIAL

$4.75
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When you're tired of the same old Jaunts to florlda, who ya gonna
call? Coastbusters! Friday offers an alternative to sunburn and
crowds.

Burning Calories

Ph. 352-5166
203 North (Halo

13 In. One
Item Pit to

^"~^v
^,_ J
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pgxjgP<Mto,5

Open 4 p...

Bddi. IOAOJ hem. 7* eo
*°"0 «" ™» » • a
i«iwuvit.
CMa9uS>y>»i»o Expires 2/28/85

on* coupon por pino
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Friday writer Dlna Horwedel offers suggestions for losing those excess
pounds before break.

jCZ-i Howard's club H

Temporary Transportation
For those not blessed with four wheels for break, consider renting a
car.

February 15116

Cheap Sleep

Mm

A look at hostellng: not as comfortable as a hotel, but a lot cheaper.

.6
The Big Apple
Farmboy Friday editor Larry Harris takes a trip into the big city.

FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY|

.10

The Windy CHy

M

Friday takes a look at Chicago: the town, not the band.

.12

Ph

\f
WET
\h SNMERS

210 N. MAIN

NOCOVI-K

And Much Morel
—■
FrMif/Tii N isvs MiazlM
Elltir

Assistant Edller

Larry Dean Harris

Morcella Grande

rtilHriMir

mistait Banner
Tim Dehnhoff

Ui Allen
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Friday magazine is a weekly publication ot The BQ Nawi, 106 University Hal. Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green. Ohio 43403.
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Billiard Tournament
featuring
pocket billiard and trick shot artist

Jack White

\

February 25-March 1
Buckeye Room, Union

*•::!"•

IBSS^

•Free*
Sign ups begin Feb. 18 in the UAO office,
3rd floor, Union for male, female, and
faculty & staff divisions
•Jt ^»^--*?*WSSSSSSS*SSSSSSSSSSS*SSSWr*^
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1544 East Woorter Strett/352-0461
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THEATER

,..,«.

^

FNOAY/Uz

IV cast of 'AM YOB Like It' rehearsal tor an opening performance scheduled for Thursday, Feb. tt.

MM

Shakespeare returns in'As You Like It'
by Laura S. Myers
Ah, love is a many splendored
thing. Most of those who have experienced love (and who hasn't?) know
that this is only-true to a certain
extent. Love is also a many painful
and confusing thing.
The upcoming university production oM'As You Like It,r offers a
refreshing look at the trials and trib-

ulations of young love. Norman Myers, director of the play, says the
Shakespearean comedy is "all about
young people falling in love."
The play revolves around Orlando
(Paul Sandberg) and Rosalind (Helen
Michelle Gresser) who meet and fall
in love at first sight. Through a series
of complications they are separated,
and when they meet again, Rosalind
is disguised as a boy. Of course.
Orlando does not recognize her and

the two become friends. Rosalind, as
a boy, both mocks her lover and
teaches him about love.
Myers warned students not to be
intimidated by the fact that the play is
written by Shakespeare. "It's a fun
play which just happens to be written
by Shakespeare," he said.
The show is a light comedy which
"has a fairy tale atmosphere to it,"
Myers said. It features a wide range
of characters, a few songs, some

serious moments, and a realistic look
at love. In the play, Orlando sums up
the theme when he says: "We that are
true lovers run into strange capers."
The show runs from Feb. 21-23 and
from Feb. 27-March 2 in the Main
Auditorium. Cost is $1.50 for students,
and $4.00 for general admisiion. Tickets are available at the door, or by
calling 372-2719 for reservations.
Laura S. Myers is a junior public
relations major from Fuidlay, Ohio.

Little hope for late-planning
loriaa-goers looking for cheap
flights, vacant hotels
by Matt Thornton
If you plan to join the hordes of
students contemplating sunny skies
and balmy Florida beaches for spring
break, but haven't made any definite
plans, the possibilities may look
somewhat bleak.
Because the deadline for reducedrate flights is 30 days in advance,
many people have taken advantage of
the low airfares for break. "There
were a lot more flights booked as
compared to last year," one travel
agent said, citing a very heavy demand.
■'I'.'.'.'A'.'.'.'A'l'.'.'.'-'.ff't'"-^ 'M**'

Depending on where the flight was week of spring break. They credited
leaving from and going to, most of the the large number of flight bookings on
cheaper flights had cost between $150 the airfare wars of the last two
and $240. For example. Delta Airlines months.
still had flights from Cleveland or
They also said that most of the
Toledo to Miami for $238 round trip. flights to Florida are booked up and
But since spring break is less than 30 getting a flight now would be very
days away, that same flight will now tough.
cost $600 from Cleveland or $546 from
If you don't mind taking more time
Toledo. United Airlines also offers a getting to Florida, Greyhound Buscheap fare at $158 round trip to "al- lines are offering a student rate of $99
mosT any Florida destination. But round trip to any destination. The
since that 30 day deadline has passed, purchased ticket has to be used within
a round trip flight to Fort Lauderdale 15 days.
from Cleveland now costs $600.
Getting to Florida may be one probspokespersons at both Delta and lem. Finding lodging could be anUnited said that each airline was sold other.
out of the reduced fare seats for the
The Holiday Inn on the beach in
I'.i'.'.w.vi'i1.. i.'iviyri'tfi'i'i'i I'I 'M'MWI;

Fort Lauderdale has only one room
available during break - one with a
king size bed. The price range isn't
exactly for college students either, at
$105 a night.
Another Inn near Fort Lauderdale's
airport has available rooms, but is
five miles from the beach and charges
$109 a night (double occupancy). The
third Inn in the city has only one room
available (kins size) at $85 a night
and is three mues from the beach.
So for those planning a Florida trip,
be prepared for the going to get
rough.

Matt Thornton is a Junior news
editorial major from Perrysburg,
Ohio.
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by Joteoe Aubel
Now that winter has come to northwestern Ohio in full-force, the
thoughts of those people woo are
drawn to snow-covered hills turn to
suing.
No, Bowling Green is not strategically located near Vail, Snowshoe or
Lake Taboe for those souls to enjoy a
good schuss, but there are adequate
ski resorts within driving distance of
Bowling Green to take advantage of.
Brandywine Ski Resort, located in
Sagamore Hills, off Exit 12 of the Ohio

Skiing really does exist in Ohio
Turnpike has nine trails and slopes
with a vertical height of 241 feet. It is
approximately a two-hour drive from
Bowling Green.
Another resort off Exit 12 is Boston
Mills located in Peninsula. Boston
Mills offers seven slopes with a vertical height of 241 feet

Located in Mansfield is Snow Trails. Along with eight slopes for downhill skiers, Snow Trails has cross
country facilities and equipment rentals.
A little closer to Bowling Green is
Mad River Mountain in Belief ontaine,
within an approximate one-and-ahalf-hour drive. With its six slopes

country ski slopes.
For Bowling Green students, the
drive northward could be made a lot
easier if the driving was left to someone else. Currently offered under the
heading of PEG 156 and 256 is a
downhill skiing class.
This weekend ski trip offers a package deal including transportation and

«_jlt
rmmmm%m
^SKIHIME»OCS_LSMjaaBBBBnH ■

Alpha Gamma Delta
Formal 1985
Debby & Howard
Faith & Joe
Sue&Al
Allison & Doug
Renee & Dave
Jen & Bob
Heidi & Tony
Libby & Greg
Julie & Craig
Darlene & Brian
Cathy & Greg
Cheri & Kevin
Sandi & Doug
Nancy & Eric
Krisli & John
Sue & Scott

/fy^

\\CC
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\>

Anne & John
Lisa & Caldwell
Patty & Neil
Tina & Scott
Jeanette & David
Chrissy & Steve
Lynn & Joey
Annette & Tim
Terri & Scott
Deb & Rick
Kim & Mike
Sue & Steve
Kathleen & Michael

and trails. Mad River Mountain has a
variety of levels from the beginning
skier all the way up to the advanced
For daily Ohio ski reports, information can be obtained by dialing 1-800BUCKEYE.
Michigan also offers a wide variety
of ski resorts within a few hours'drive
from Bowling Green.
Caberfae Ski Resort in Cadillac,
Mich., lies three hours north of Detroit Further northward in Boyne
Falls, Mich., Boyne Mountain has 16
slopes and 42 kilometers of cross

lift tickets along with one hour of
college credit. Basic ski instruction is
given to students. "During the eight
weekends scheduled during spring
semester, locations vary from different resorts due to weather conditions," Robert Conibear, chairman of
the PEG program said.
So, if you have become bitten by the
ski bug, the cure is only a drive away.
JoleiK Aubel la a senior public
relations major from Leavittsburg,
Ohio.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included«gas heat "laundry facilities
•drapes*carpet*party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

SKI YOUR

S?OUT!!

$225-furnished
$20O-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water, sewage
Free membership to Cberrywood Health Spa w/lcase

FrWty
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by Dina Horwedel
It's that time of the year again.
Herds of the land mammal collegius
studentis are beading south for fun
and sun over spring break. You happen to be one of them. So why so
glum?
What's that? You don't look good in
a bathing suit? You're embarrassed
about the stretch marks around your
ankles?
By following a few simple dieting
techniques, you, too, can look like Bo
Derek or Adonis (well, almost), without having to have your Jaw wired
shut.
The first step to getting thin and
gorgeous is wanting to be thin and
gorgeous. That means being willing to
work at it And working means not
expecting fast results overnight.
Most doctors agree that losing 2V4
pounds per week is a safe amount.
Before starting any diet, be sure to
consult your physician first.
Then, give all of those munchies
and fattening foods to your roommates. Just knowing those snacks are
waiting in the refrigerator is suicide
on a diet.
After the cupboards are bare,
DONT be tempted to go shopping on
an empty stomach. All traces of self
respect can get lost in the baked goods
If it makes you feel any better, take
your aggression out on the Twinkles.
One student said she used to smash
them to a pulp so they wouldn't look
appetizing to her anymore. She didn't
buy them. Neither did anybody else
after that If you take this approach,
be sure the store manager isn't
watching. You could serve 5-10 years
for assault and battery on Twinkle the
Kid.
The basic rule of thumb when dieting is to take in less calories than
you expend. That way, ugly fat is
burned. Eating a hot fudge sundae a

day could theoretically do the trick but, at the risk of sounding like a
Flintstones Chewables commercial,
you won't be getting essential vitamins and nutrients. That means that
although you will be thin, your hair
and skin will look dull and lackluster.
Anemia may set in. Or the dreaded
mono.
To keep the skin that has been
stretched taught around ugly fat from
hanging, exercise! Sit-ups, running.
swimming, and lifting weights are all
excellent ways to tone up and feel
better. Use the Rec center. After all,
you pay for it
Some people try to lose weight by
not eating at all. This is called crash
dieting and it usually doesn't work.
Most of the initial weight loss is water, and it is quickly regained after a
meal, or a few brewskis on the way to
Florida on 1-75. Your starvation will
have been In vain, and your only
benefit is a buzz and a full bladder (to
the consternation of the driver).
Crash dieting also leads to a lightbeaded feeling. It's difficult to study
that way. Mom and Dad usually get
upset when you tell them the reason
you got a C in Chemistry was because
you wanted to be fashionably skeletal.
Bulimia is not fun. Don't even consider it.
But wait! Does this mean there is no
quick and easy way to looking great?
That's right - but with a lit&e hard
work and a lot of perseverance, it can
be done. And when the flowers, cards
and phone calls start coming in, it
makes all the embarrassment of your
stomach growling in crowded lecture
halls worth It
Like Cher says, "If great bodies
came in a bottle, everybody would
have one."
Bon appetite!
Dina Horwedel is a Junior news
editorial major from Berlin Heights,

Dieting time is upon us
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Ohio.
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QUQDQNQE
FEBRUARY SPECIAL:
El Grande
Burrito $3.95

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
The Best Appetizers in Town are 1/2 Price After 10 pm!!
352-1092
110 N. Main
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by Leone Costello
Imagine a fhallpnging transcontinental bicycle tour - taking in some of
the finest scenery in America like the
picturesque New England coast or the
rolling hills of Pennsylvania's Dutch
Country. Or perhaps footing it where
no roads can go, backpacking through
the countryside along the great Appalachain Trail
Bowling Green students who want
to "get away from it all" by taking a

Travel cheaper with hostels
low-cost travel that affords the opportunity for people to enjoy adventure
and meet those with similar iaterests.
What kind of people hostel? Bicyclists, backpackers, skiers, white-water rafters and other out-of-doors
enthusiasts. Or they may be just
tourists, or students traveling solo for

this interaction at a low-budget motel."
Through the $20 yearly membership
fee in the American Youth Hostel
program, a person can travel independently or choose from among an
extensive itinerary of A YH-designed
excursions, spending only three to

DBMM
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refreshing weekend break or extended excursion are constantly frustrated by the astronomical price of
transportation and high hotel rates.
Even the soolled package deals to
Florida may be a costly bite to swallow.
However, a unique and inexpensive
way to vacation that is often Ignored
is hosteling - a world-wide system of

hculel

the weekend or in small groups to
small towns and fascinating
"A hostel is a safe, clean overnight
accomodation which is a great alternative to expensive travel/' says Bob
Beard, retired HPER professor. "The
real advantage is that hosteling gives
you the chance to meet others that
like to learn and see. You don't get

eight dollars for overnight lodging in
any of the country's 300 unique facilities. A hostel could be a college dormitory, a mountain lodge, mansion or
even an old city jail or converted
lifeguard station. They are in small
towns, metropolitan cities and national parks.
Bowling Green lays claim to one of
Ohio's 11 hostels, the Wintergarden

Lodge on 618 S. Wintergarden Road.
Bob Beard and his wife Joan have
volunteered as its houseparents for
the past seven years, taking weary
travelers into their own home when
the hostel is full. This month they will
relocate to Pennsylvania to houseparent full-time in the Ironmaster's
Mansion Youth Hostel, located 25
miles from Gettysburg on the winding
Appalachian Trail.
Beard said the cooperative, friendly
atmosphere of hosteling has been the
main attraction for him ever since his
initial Involvement more than IS
years ago. According to Beard, the
hostel operates on a self-help system
to defray costs. Individuals cook their
own food in the fully-equipped
kitchen, carry their own personal
gear and clean up after themselves.
Each hostel has a common recreation room where fellow travellers
can meet, swap life histories and
share travel experiences. It is this
spirit of camaraderie that makes
hosteling exciting, said Beard.
The AYH program was originally
founded in 1934 for the expressed
purpose of enabling people, especially
the young, to gain a greater understanding of their environment
through recreational travel and outdoor activities. Today, students have
access to scenic, historic and cultural
areas where they never before
thought it was economically possible.
Hosteling memberships can be obtained in the UAO office of the UniverUnion. Besides inexpensive
membership benefits also
fade participation in low-cost
AYH-sponsored group trips, discounts
on outdoor recreation books and
equipment, access to travel and advanced booking information and the
annual AYH handbook of hostel locations, maps and specially-designed
biking, skiing, hiking, canoeing and
motor excursions.
Leane Costello is a senior journalism major from Los Angeles, Cal.

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
FRIDAY NITE
AT
MR. BOJANGLES

*

$100 FIRST PRIZE
Ladies get ready for spring time
Enter the Wet T-Shirt Contest!!
893 S. Main
Subject to availability of contestants
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No transportation? Rent a ride tor spring break
by Tracey Botdori
Just because The Beast (a.k.a. your
1971VW Bug) refuses most of the time
to transport you to your next class, let
alone Daytona Beach, doesn't mean
you have to kiss your spring break
vacation good-bye. This year, consider a temporary substitute, such as
renting or leasing an automobile.
According to a spokesperson (who
chose to remain anonymous) for
Schmidt Lease, Inc., 1260 Conant St
in Maumee, renting a car requires
one to be at least 21 years of •age,
employed within a year of renting the
car and possessing a major credit
card.
A $250 deposit is required plus the
estimated rental rate, which, said the
spokesperson, differs with the type of
car you wish to rent: for a Chevy
Cavalier (a compact), $43 a day, 11
cents a mile, and $215 a week; a
Citation (mid-size), $45 a day, 12 cents
a mile, and $225 weekly; a full fourdoor Celebrihris $52.50 a day, 14 cents
a mile, and $262.50 a week.

Although self-employed salespersons are the biggest customers of
leasing agencies, students and faculty
members often choose to lease an
automobile. Jim Edgeworth, leasing
manager of Dick Wilson Pontiac, 1099
North Main Street said, "Leasing a
car is just like leasing an apartment.
You must be responsible for its maintenance and insurance." He also
points out that it is a commitment. "If
you buy a new car and tire of it in
three years, you can get rid of it. As
far as trading-in (a rental car) is
concerned, there is no equity.''

There is no set fee, said Edgeworth.
"It depends on the type of car and the
type and amount of equipment you
want the car to have.' The rental
charge could range anywhere from
$150 to $800 . The average mileage is
15,000 to 18,000 miles a year.
Edgeworth says the requirements
to lease with his company include
being at least 21 years of age (parents
may also sign for those under-age)
and gainfully employed. You must
then choose a car and decide on the
type of equipment. "The screening,"he points out, "is very selective.'
Types of cars range from a Pontiac
T 1000 to a Cadillac Seville.
Lilian Day, rental clerk for Ugly
Duckling Rental, 5902 Door Street in
Toledo said that one can rent a car on
a month-to-month basis for long term
rentals. After a contract is up at the
end of a month, the renter is free to
continue renting for as long as necessary. The first 1000 miles are free;
after that, $289 a month or nine cents
a mile for each mile over 1000, $395 a
month or 10 cents a mile, ana $476 a

month or 10 cents a mile. On a day-today or month-to-month basis, gas and
oil must be supplied by the renter,
Day pointed out.
On a day-to-day basis, rates are
$9.95 a day, and 10 cents a mile for a
small car (AMC Pacer). A Chevy
Nova or Dodge Aspen is $12.95, and 12
cents a mile, and a full-size station
wagon or Chevy Impala is $14.95, and
14 cents a mile.
Types of cars range from the mid-to
late-70's models.
Day also said that they rent to
anyone 21 years of age or older with a
major credit card or cash deposit of
$100, and who lives within a 35 mile
radius of Toledo.

Dick Wilson Pontiac dealership otters
rent-a-cars to local residents.
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University students apply knowledge over break
II. u

by Kim M. Zltko
They're reading trail maps, brushing up on European culture andgetting their field notebooks ready. They
are all students at the University who
have found alternative game plans to
a Florida spring break, and for them
preparation time is at hand.
"We have a practice run for all
participants at a hiking camp in Zalesky, Ohio," said Allan Claypool, a
senior computer science major, who
is UAO's director of outdoor recreation and is in charge of a UAO
sponsored trip to the Appalachian
Mountains.
"This ten mile practice run gives
them some hiking experience and a
chance to practice equipment usage,"
Claypool said. "Most of the students
going have never hiked before and
this gives them the chance to see if
they really want to go."
Approximately thirty students will
be leaving the flatlands of Bowling
Green for the Appalachian Mountains
which are located in the northeastern
part of the country. They will leave by
van and arrive fifteen hours later at
their destination.
Once there, students will divide into
two travel groups, one lead by Claypool and the other led by an experienced hiker. "One group begins at the
northern point of the trail, and the
other group starts at the southern
point," Claypool said. "We connect
with each other by appoximately
Wednesday (of spring break week)
and then continue on our respective
trails."

A |95 fee covers transportation expenses, breakfasts and dinners and
pieces of equipment such as stoves
and tents, Claypool said. "They also
have the option of renting items they
may not want to go out and buy. There
is a base rate of $10 for renting sleepings bags, ground pads and other
things they will need for the trip."
While Claypool and his group of
hikers prep themselves for the excursion the to the mountainous Appalachian terrain, Ivan Trualer, director
of the University Collegiate Choral
will be giving a tew lessons in European culture and cuisine.
Trusler, along with the forty-eight
students who comprise his musical
ensemble, are spending their spring
break performing their music in selected cities around Europe.
The trip includes stops at such
places as Amsterdam, Germany and
Belgium, where the chorale will be
doing a total of 5 performances,
Trusler said. The music will encompass Renaissance pieces, sacred and
secular songs sung in English, Latin.
German and French, Negro Spiritual
songs. A female barbershop quartetwill also perform.
A bus will deliver the group from
Bowling Green to Detroit where they
will board a TWA flight to Brussels,
and then begin the first leg of their
tour.
The group will be staying in hotels
as well as with host families during
their tour, Trusler said.
The chorale is the only musical
ensemble in the college of musical
arts at the University to perform in
Europe, Trusler said. "This is the

fourth year for us. The first time I
ever took the group to Europe was in
1970," Trusler said
The excursion has been in the planning stages since last year, said Pat
Muzic, a sophomore markering major
and member of the chorale. T'We've
been raising money for the trip over
the past year through various activities and conert performances," said
Muzic. Trusler said the students will
be paying about one half of the cost
ana the rest will be provided through
what they've raised and what is given
to them by the University.
A trip to Europe is a great substitute for a Florida tan, Muzic said. "I'd
like to be getting some sun, but I've
already been to Europe once and am
looking forward to going there
During this same week, while some
will be breathing fresh mountain air,
others will be singing in cathedrals
throughout Europe, and yes. still others wul be sunning themselves on a
sandy Florida beach. 14 Bowling
Green students will be found in Ocean
Springs, Mississippi collecting live
specimens for the University's marine laboratory.

passengers, as well as a variety of
equipment necessary for the transportation of the animals.
"The students will spend their time
using collecting techniques to locate
the animals along the shoreline,"
Groat said. "The highlight of the trip
is when we go out into the deeper
waters of the Mississippi Sound and
other offshore islands on the
Hermes." The Hermes is the fortyfoot trawler and primary teaching
boat of the laboratory, Groat said.
The main goal of the trip, Groat
said, is to get her students excited
about using their knowledge and interrelating the experiences with their
class work as much as possible.
"This is not your typical spring
break trip. We are going to be constantly thinking and for the most part
cold,''Groat said. "This is the first
time we've ever gone this early and
I'm worried. We could have snow all
the way down to Alabama."
That's only one end of the spectrum.
Groat said if they encounter a beautiful day and spend the afternoon walking around the island, they could just
as easily get sunburnt.

These students, members of Cynthia Groat's marine biology 475 class,
are traveling to the Gulf Coast Reasearch Laboratory, a tearing affiliate
of the University in Ocean Springs.
Groat, the marine science coordinator, is heading the twenty-first trip to
the laboratory with the help of Mark
Krejd, a third year Ph.D student.

"It's not a resort life. But I would
venture to say that we'll have just as
i;ood a time as anyone going to Florda," Groat said.
So whether it's a trip to the mountains, a tour of Europe, or even a boat
ride on a trawler, spring break offers
a week that can be filled with anything imaginable. Even a walk on the

The group will be traveling via two
vans to their Mississippi destination,
said Groat. Each van accomodates 8

Kim M. Zitko is a senior magazine
journalism major tram Willowick,
Ohio.
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NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
'Two-bedroom apartments
'Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Hough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant
Call Rich at 352-7182
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AttontA
Georgia offers sun and fun without the crowds
by Gary Swegon
We college students are a predictable breed. Every spring we get in our
cars and flee south to the same old
spot, along with every other collegian
in America. Rarely are alternate vacation spots considered. Well, it is
time that ritual changed. This year,
think about a change of pace ana
consider going to Marietta, Ga.
Located 15 miles northeast of Atlanta, Marietta can be reached in a
comfortable drive of 10-12 hours
which allows plenty of time to enjoy
the sights along the way. The mountains and surrounding countryside
are especially beautifulat this time of
the year.
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Leaving the frigid temperatures of
Ohio behind, Georgia greets you with
temperatures in the middle 70's. As
this is not the typical high traffic
tourist area, there are plenty of hotel
and motel rooms available in every
price range.
Once the bags are unpacked, there
is plenty to do at a reasonable cost.
Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park, the site of an important
civil war battle, is located right in
Marietta. A tourist center at the foot
of the mountain conducts tours up the
mountain and shows films about civil
war history as it relates to the mountain. The tours and movies are free.
Six Flags Over Georgia, an amusement pan much like Cedar Point, is

located Just 28 miles southwest of
Marietta and offers an entire day of
entertainment for the admission price
of $13.50. The park is open on weekends during the spring and continually throughout the summer.
The worm's largest mass of granite
is part of Stone Mountain Parkjust 20
miles southeast of Marietta. This 3,200 acre park also features the
world's largest relief sculpture, in the
side of the granite, of Confederacy
President Jefferson Davis and Generals Robert E. Lee and Thomas
"Stonewall" Jackson. The park offers
a skylift to the top of the mountain, a
steam locomotive train ride around
the base of the mountain, and a number of shops and exhibits. The park
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entrance fee of $3.00 per car allows
visitors the run of the park.
Besides the mountains and amusements, the Marietta area also offers a
full complement of nightspots and
restaurants including a restaurant
owned by Jimm "the Greek" Snyder
for the avid sports fan. The Peach
Tree Plaza in Atlanta also offers a
glass-enclosed elevator on the exterior of the building, allowing its passengers a total view of Atlanta.
For a relaxing vacation without
mobs of college kids, Marietta may be
a ticket to happiness with its warm
temperatures, easy accessibility
from Ohio and inexpensive entertainment. Try something different this
spring. Try Marietta, Ga.
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by Larry Harris
"Start spreadin' the news. I'm leavin'
today.~
New York City. Approximately 600
miles from Bowling Green, about an
hour by plane leaving from Toledo or
Detroit.
A city so big that even the natives
could get lost. And enough sights to
leave a midwestem yokelfrom Bowling Green awestruck for days.
Sure, a visit will cost some righteous bucks, but so does pizza on
Friday nights and shopping sprees
downtown on Saturdays.
With competitive pricing in the airline industry, round trip airfare can
be booked on budget flights with airlines like People's Express and New
York Air for as little as $90 if plans are
made early.
The same goes for lodging. The
sooner the reservation, the cheaper
the cost of a room. Location is no
concern as 90 cents guarantees a trip
to anywhere in town by bus or subway.
Eats? Restaurants are everywhere
from the Plaza to the golden arches.
Prices are steep (filet of fish for
$1 JO), but there is rarely time to eat
anyway. Food expenditures should be
kept minimal to ensure the cash is
there for more important, unique
ventures.
Tourists, camera in hand, city map
adhered to face, are open invitations
to the undesirable element of the city.
Ditch the purse and wear a wallet in
your front pocket.
The plans have been made. The
flight is over. Suitcases in hand, cash
in pocket, a million expectations in
mind. We're there. ^^
"Where else can you do a half a
million things all at a quarter til
three?" ^^
Huey Lewis knew what he was
talking about when he described New
York as "No place that I'd rather be."
With every city block comes a new
adventure: something to view, something to do.
New York sports the creme de la
creme of shopping for the fashion

conscious and the terribly wealthy.
The original Saks, located on Fifth
Avenue of course, and Macy's, sponsor of the famous Thanksgiving parade, are just starting blocks Tor a
day of shopping.
On the other end of the financial
spectrum, some of the best bargains
can be found in the city in small
discount shops that line the sidewalks.
For the more bizarre tastes, take a
trip into Greenwich Village, where
nothing is too bizarre, for the latest in
off-the-wall fashion.
No cash to shop? New York prides
itself in over 380 museums, most of
which charge only a few dollars entrance. The Museum of Modern Art is
one such example, and it is large
enough to require days for a visitor to
see everything it has to offer. The
collection is priceless, featuring the
likes of Picasso, Van Gogh and Dali,
to drop a few names.
And of course there are the usual
sights: Lady Liberty currently under
construction, Radio City Music Hall,
the World Trade Center, the United
Nations Building and the Empire
State Building (minus one famous
monkey).
A new edition to Manhattan Island,
which, incidentally, is the center for
all of the attractions mentioned here,
is the South Street Seaport where
fresh seafood Is enjoyed in an atmosphere reminiscent of a New England
port town.
The options are endless. Look
MM
The city also offers a wide selection
of decadency and pornography at
virtually every turn. Enter at your
own risk.
"Give my regards to old Broadway
and say that I will soon be there."
And then there's Broadway, the
theater-goer's dream. Only the best of
shows, both musicals and plays, make
it to Broadway. And only the best of
those stick around for very long.
Perhaps this is the reason for the
average ticket cost of 145. But there is
an alternative. TKTS booths, more

Harlem: another side
with a personali y all
by Lawrence Watson
Langston Hughes, a famous American poet
from Harlem, New York, once said, "There is
so much to see in Harlem." And he was right.
Harlem, unlike similar areas in other American cities, is broken into a variety of little
Harlams, each distinct, some overlapping.
"Saturday night in Harlem is one place. It is a
very different place on Sunday morning,"
according to a guide of New York City published recently by the mayor's office. There is
traditional Harlem of "Come Back Charleston
Blue" fame. Then there is West Indian Harlem, Black Nationalist Harlem, Spanish Harlem and Italian Harlem. The borders between
these areas often changes from daytime to
evening.
, ,Th*t?ItireJarea call,ed "Harlem" is between
110th St. and (Central Park North) and 152nd
St. in Hamilton Heights. Finding it is not
difficult. Simply take the "A" train west and
soon you will be in Sugarhill in Harlem, home
of the once famous Sugarhill gang.
Harlem is a good place to spend spring
break if art, theatre and jazz music are some,
of your interests. There are more actors and
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rickets. Tickets In Tune Square offers half-price admissions lor Broadway
shows.
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actresses in Harlem, i
they aren't working, than anywhere else| be country, except
maybe Hollywood.
Most of them are I
like to consider
"starving artists:" .
musicians and
other artists that are i t work but remain
loyal to their talent,
theater major on
campus could tell yo tiat New York is
purgatory for actors i
either give up
or get lucky and make i
commercialor end up on BroadwaV
Theater in New York
in Harlem espedally is unique among
done anywhere
else because it alone i
the hard-bitten
existence of Native New Yorkers and those
who have adopted the lifestyle of the largets
city in the world. It is alio the center around
which all other theatre movement revolves.
Only the "best" plays mike it on Broadway
for very long.
Harlem, while part of Manhatten, is still a
good distance from the theatre district. But
fiw train ride downtown can be a pleasureaUe
change of pace for a car-spoiled Ohioan into
meeting interesting people with unique lifestyles.
>
There's something toifit everyone's taste
and budget somewhere M Harlem. There are
restaurants with patent* formulas for tradi-
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tional dishes like barbecue chicken or Chinese
food Harlem style. Their secret formulas
create some of the most delicious cheap food
C'll ever taste. Most places are open 24rs, but few deliver. There is no time
restriction on beer sales in New York so you
can enjoy a cold one even if the hungries hit at
three in the morning.
Historical points of interest line the streets
and the byways of Harlem. There is Frederick
Douglass Boulevard, named for the outstanding orator and abolitionist. There are binightly performances at the historic Apollo
Theatre and at the infamous Cotton Club, both
located in Harlem and featuring live jazz and
other entertainment
For an exciting spring break, consider the
city that never sleeps. There is only one thing
to remember, and it was summed up well by a
native I met on my last trip there. About New
York he saidY'It is better to be rich and dead
than to be poor and living in New York." So
while packing the cameras and tour guides,
dont forget to pack a good supply of the green
stuff. Better to have it and not need it, than to
need It and not have it
Lawrence Watson is a senior news editorial
major torn Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

"Forbidden Broadway," a papular eff-broadway show spoofing current theater
hits k a aeU-oat every night
popularly known as "Tickets, Tickets" offer two-for-one on shows that
haven't sold out. The drawback: the
wait in line can be as long as two
hours (or as short as 10 minutes) and
tickets must be purchased the day of
the show.
Needless to say, the most popular
shows are never "two-fer's."
But what to see? There's always the
newest rage in theater like "Sunday
in the Park with George" and "Whoopie Goldberg" or the standard sellouts like "Cats" and "Dreamgiris."
Don't forget the Broadway classic
celebrating its 10th year of standing
ovations, A Chorus Line."
Chances are, there won't be any
disappointments. To avoid any, the
relatively new theater-goer should
stick with tried-and-true shows. Be
wary of new musicals and plays that
don't seem too appealing.

Then there are the yuppies, briefcases in hand, $300 suits with Nikes,
on their way to and from the office.
And on a good day, everybody turns
out to make a fast buck: breakdancers (real breakdancers who don't use
the K-Tel Break dance mat), street
musicians, mimes, and street peddlers selling everything from art to
stolen merchandise.

On the street corners are minicasinos where unsuspecting victims
a to guess which card is the ace or
ch nut the ball is under. The stakes
are high and players can make (although they usually lose) a fast $20. A
lookout is staked out nearby to avoid
police intervention. Once the law is
spotted, the traveling game packs up
and moves to another corner.
Down the city streets zoom taxis,
buses, limousines, even a few regular
automobiles. Nobody parks in New
York. They must live in their car.
New York doesn't have gas stations,
"N.Y.C. You're standing room only." either.
People. Virtually everywhere in
Of course, there are other points to
every shape, color, style and model
New York that are too numerous to
that you can imagine.
A jaunt through Manhattan reveals mention. But if they were all covered
era that make Billy Idol and in this article, there wouldn't be anyLauper look like Donny and thing to find out for yourself.
"It's up to you, New York, New
Beggars, bag ladies and people York."
talking to themselves (at times, carrying on complete conversations with Larry Harris, editor of Friday magthemselves) are common. Nobody azine, is a senior public relations
bats in eye, except tourists.
major from Lemoyne, Ohio.
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Blowing
into the
by Linda Hoffman
Marshall Field and Lord and Taylor
About five hours northwest of Bowl- are in the Water Tower Place along
ing Green near Lake Michigan is a with several other fashionable boufervid city full of electricity and excit- tiques. Those who are looking for
ement that truly deserves its over- something different will find it in the
worked title "Queen City of the bazaars of Old Town where everything from African zebra-skin rugs to
Lakes."
Chicago, a spirited cultural and pre-Columbian art is sold.
With the sightseeing and shopping
financial center, offers sightseeing,
shopping, dining and entertainment to out of the way, it is tune to choose a
place to dine. Chicago's age-old spesuit nearly everyone's tastes.
For the avid sightseer, the city has cialty is beef, but it offers fine restaua tradition of architectural inventive- rants to suit every taste and budget.
ness that can be seen through a tour With each new wave of immigrants
sponsored by the Architecture Foun- came new dishes, so today visitors
dation. While on this tour, sightseers may choose from an array of cuisine
can experience the Monadnock Build- from nearly every nation.
Tucked away in ethnic neighboring, the world's tallest building at the
time of its construction in 1893 and hoods are family-owned restaurants
still the highest commercial building specializing in Greek, Italian and
with outside walls of masonry construction. Chicago also boasts the
first skyscraper ever built and the
tallest bank in the world. Renowned
for their dizzying heights are the
Sears Tower, the world's tallest building at 1,454 feet or 110 stories, and the
John Hancock Center with 100 stories
of shops, offices and apartments.
Tours are also offered through the
Art Institute of Chicago which houses
famous paintings ranging from the
thirteenth century to contemporary.
Its nineteenth and twentieth century
French collection is among the greatest in the world. Other outstanding
collections include the George F. Harding collections of arms and armor
ana the Mrs. James Ward Thome
collection of handmade miniature famous rooms.
Once the sightseeing is over, no trip
to Chicago is complete without at
least a peek at the fine stores and
galleries on North Michigan Avenue
called the "magnificent mile." Here,
shoppers can experience the elegance
of Saks Fifth Avenue, I. Magnin,
Bonwit Teller, Gucci and Tiffany's.

EIGHTH STREET
APARTMENTS
* CLOSE TO CAMPUS
* 2 Bedrooms
* Furnished and unfurnished
•* All conditioned
* Gas heat
* Laundry facilities
* $265-$3O0 per month
* Interest on security deposits for leases signed
before March 31
* Qualified renters only pay $100 deposit -good
til 2/15/85

GREENBRIAR
—

If dining above the clouds is desired, the Pinnacle, the 71 Club or the
Ninety-Fifth all offer an elevated
view of the city. For those who prefer
the city's hustle and bustle from a
closer vantage point, Chicago boasts
innumerable sidewalk cafes.
After visitors have tasted Chicago's
best, it is time to relax over cocktails
and conversation at a sleek lounge or
dance at a high-decibel disco. Chicago
offers it all - soulful jazz, satire and
improvisation at Second City, a cabaret theater where John Belushi first
started, live country-western bands at
Nashville North or name entertainment at the Blue Max in the Hyatt
Regency Hotel, the Camellia House in
the Drake Hotel or the Consort atop
the Westin Hotel. The prices at these
establishments are as varied as the
entertainment they offer. Most of the
nightclubs and bars are concentrated
on or around the famous Rush Street.
The "Queen City of the Lakes" is
many things to many people, but the
Chicagoans' Chicago is the real thing.
It is an electric city full of sights,
shops, restaurants and nightclubs
that everyone should experience. A
five hour jaunt can mean a personal
introduction to fun and excitement
done Chicago style.
Linda Hoffman is a senior public
relations major from Eastlake, Ohio.

Sorority Rush:

803-815 Eighth Street

224 E. Wooster

Mexican food. The aroma of weiner
schnitzel and sauerbraten wafts drifts
through the German section. Chinatown, a picturesque community with
gift shops and restaurants serves
Cantonese food. Slavic, Asian and
Indian restaurants scattered through
the city complete Chicago's international menu.

352-0717

—

(Begins Sunday, Feb. 17]
Schedules Available at Res. Halls Main
Desks & 425 Student Services Bldg.
Questions-Call:
354-7591

or

372-2151

Don't Miss Your Chance!!
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North 10 TOrOntO:
byAmvWhlteford
Peeling noses, tan lines and rumtsblrts will all be familiar sights at
BGSU upon the return of the traditional spring break in Florida entourage. The brown bodies that nonverbally, if not vocally,
scream,
"We've been to Florida!1' will taint
the area in hues of brown and red.
Yet some of us will reluctantly remain our native skin color and envy
those who dare to recall their accounts of frolicking on the beaches in
our presence.
There is a way to compete with
those skin cancer advocates at no
extra expense. It's risky, perhaps a
touch insane, but well worm the venture. How about a trip to a place
whose temperatures and winds surpass the bitter ones in Bowling
Green? The land of the maple leaf and
home of most of the Falcon hockey
team: Canada.
Canada offers numerous attractions the average student might not
even consider when planning a Florida fling. In fact, the recreational
possibilities enveloped in the country
with whom we share a border are
sometimes overlooked. Who needs
warmth and sunshine when an exciting winter wonderland is only hours
away?
Take the province of Ontario. The
country's most productive province
boasts a population of over 8.5 million
and accounts for 40 percent of the
national income. The capital, Toronto, alone provides tourists with a
wealth of entertaining options.
Toronto is the largest Englishspeaking and fastest growing city in
Canada. Its face resembles mat of a
major American city like New York
or Los Angeles but remember, it's

and even

not. Only a 325 mile trip from Bowling
Green, Toronto is easily reached. Just
follow 1-75 North through Michigan.
Cross the Ambassador Bridge to
Windsor and continue to Highway 401
which leads directly into Toronto.
Toronto, like any other U.S. city,

w

'th Plenty to view

more things to do

unveiled.
Toronto and its surrounding cities
may be unveiled with a climb up the
CN Tower, the tallest free-standing
structure in the world. Standing over
1800 feet Ugh, it houses a revolving
restaurant, night club and three ob-

COURTESY/AAA

Hie changing of the guard reflects traditional values of Canadian culture.
celebrates annual events that have
become traditions. In March alone
there is Bach 300 - A Birthday Celebration throughout Toronto, the Toronto Wine and Cheese Show and the
Canadian Spring Boat Show. These
events barely touch the surface of the
ever-present wonders waiting to be
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servation decks affording a picturesque view of the city, as well as a
distant glance at American cities like
Buffalo and New York.
If views of wonders like glacier
formation or molecular structure
seem interesting, the Ontario Science
Centre leads the visitor on a journey

through time and technology. Ten
minutes from downtown Toronto, tbe
Centre offers hundreds of do-it-yourself exhibits, films and simulations
such as landing on the moon.
After spending a day admiring technological and natural phenomena, it
maybe time to enter tbe sports scene.
All eastern Canadians and, dare I say.
Bowling Green students are wild
about hockey. Although most seats
are sold out for the Toronto Maple
Leafs in advance, some standing
room only spots are available.
If worrying about hockey tickets is
bothersome, a different kind of ticket
may be more appealing. Ski lift tickets are available at locations such as
Earl Bales Park in North York and
Centennial Park SU Hill in Etobicoke
near Toronto. Additional resorts are
within a couple hours' drive.
High speeds and snow plowing may
scare off the beginning skier, so an
initial experience on flatter grounds
might be lust as satisfying. Crosscountry skiing is the dominant winter
activity in and around Toronto. Trails
are laid from downtown Toronto to
the Science Centre, the Metro Toronto
Zoo and elsewhere. Equipment rental
is available at most trails.
Toronto isn't tbe only Canadian city
waiting to be discovered by paleskinned, nonconformist students.
Each city, large or small, offers its
own blend of recreational or cultural
options. Maybe it's time to defy the
mass of tan-seeking students en route
to Florida. Be daring and bundle up
with our chilly neighboring country.
The fun, the excitement and the invitation are all there.
Amy Whitefordisa broadcast Journalism major from North Canton,
Ohio.
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RUSH AAII

Campus Manor
Apartments

Come and Hear the News about A AH

505 Clough
352-9302 (anytime)

WA»D«P1

Sunday, February 17
8:30 pm or 9:15 pm
AMI House

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
IN APARTMENT RENT?

Join the Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
in the
Starduster Lounge- Wednesday, i
February 20
9:00 pm |
AAII House
We hope to see you there!
HWEIiTOFireW'iyR'i&fTff.-'^.v,-

,-^,y-_li;
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1.
2.
3.
4.

' 2 bedroom, furnished
On site management
apartments
On site manintenance
3 minute walk to campus > Gas, sewage, water & heat
25 retail establishments
included in rent
• Trash collected twice a week
within a 3 minute walk
• Laundry facilities in each building

VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
SUITE B15
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"Flamingo Kid" resembles sit-com more than film
by Andy Dardine
At the El Flamingo beach club in
1963, wealthy Lone island businessmen gamble away the afternoon while
their disgusted wives make passes at
the cabana boys and their suntanned
daughters slink about like Playboy
bunnies. For Jeff, played by Matt
Dillon, working here, even as a parking attendant, Is paradise when compared to the fate of his Brooklyn
friends who must slave away the
summer as stock boys in a supermarket.
One of these businessmen, a Mr.
Brody, (played by Richard Crenna)
becomes very intent on making Jeff
his disciple. Brody appears as a lovable sleazebag, wearing red silk
shirts and ignoring his wife. He has
Jeff promoted to the honored position
of cabana boy and then leads him into
believing bell be a salesman at his
foreign car dealership. "Remember
what I say. Jeff. What I see in you
spells salesman," says Brody
(Crenna) as they race down to Rockaway in a Porsche.
Brady's influence leads to a battle
in Jeffs home. In one corner is Jeffs
blue collar father who wants to see his
son go to college and make his fortune
the honorable way. In the other is
Brady who wants Jeff to start at the
top wearing silk shirts and becoming
a great gin rummy player. Jeff must
decide between textbooks or sports
cars.
As Jeff, Dillon makes "The Flamingo Kid" very entertaining and
personable. Dillon has mastered portrayals of inarticulate punks and sensitive dreamers over the years but he
has never really done so as completely as he does here. He shows
profound insight dwindling into total
bewilderment and, depite his good
looks, he can still appear a geek when
he needs to. Thus, we get Jeffs nervous habit of humming while he eats
which leads to some genuinely funny
moments.
Showing off his wealth while strutting around in a corset, Crenna gives

nninuuuuiuinniniiMHiiHMHiinii

Rating: 6 on a
1-10 scale
LtiiiliiiJ
another fine performance. Half the
film's charm comes from him even
though Brady is really a dangerous
fool whose money usually ends up
perverting anyone that comes near it.
The sight of him dancing with a young
' rl to "Da Do Ron Ron" is wondergirl
ly decadent.
fully

vision sitcom. Despite the presence of
four-letter words and lots of partial
nudity, it never really succeeds.
Having made a fortune from marketing slice-of-nostalgic-life sitcoms

The only real drawback to the film
is its weak attempts to raise itself
above the appearance of the tele-
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. EDUCATIONAL CENTEP

Congratulations To The
New Sigma Nu Actives
Kevin Thomas
Scott Wellington

And Spring Pledges
Tod Bahr
Eric Davis
Nick Esbar

•

In supporting roles are Janet Jones
as Jeffs wealthy love interest and
Branson Pinchot as a spoiled rich kid.
Jones doesn't have to knock herself
out to prove that, despite her perfect
body, there is also some intelligence,
which is a relief. Pinchot may not be
as memorable here as he was in the
now famous role of Serge in Beverly
Hills Cop, but be does add some
variety.

EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN EN SN.EN EN ETTEN]

Mitch Kahl
Scott Lenkc

•z •

like "Happy Days" and "Laverne and
Shirley* producer/writer/director
Gary Marshall has ventured into the
film world with what really is a
blown-up story from TV land. Not
enough ever happens to make a real
theatrical movie. If Joanie had been
Brady's daughter instead of Howard
Cunningham's, "The Flamingo Kid"
would never have been made.
Still, "The Flamingo Kid" is enjoyable as a funny, corny morality
play which promotes the strength of
the family and the value of the honest
dollar. It is also a story about the
peculiarities of growing up in the
steamy and crowded Brooklyn of 1963
where even a poor cabana boy can
start to make the American dream a
reality.
Andy Dardine is a senior film studies major from Norwalk, Conn.

Bob Keyes
Doug O'Neal
Mike Plotnick
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SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES

now renting for '85/86 school year

CHARLESTON APTS.
2 bedroom unfurnished

MID AM MANOR
2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished

DUPLEXES

702 E. Wooster
122 Frazee

Dale Francis
General Manager
641 3rd Street *4
MM))))))).

352-4380
.
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This week on the charts
(AP)The following are Billboard's
top 10 hit singles and albums for
this week.
HOT SINGLES
1."Careless Whisper" Wham (Columbia)
t"Lover Boy" BUly Ocean (JiveArista)

3."Easy Lover" Philip Bailey (Columbia)
4."Can't Fight This Feeling" REO
Speed wagon (Epic)
5."I Want To Know What Love Is"
Foreigner (Atlantic)
6."Neutron Dance" The Pointer
Sisters (Planet)
7."The Heat Is On" Glenn Frey
(MCA)

NEWLOVE

in

8. "California Girls" David Lee
Roth (Warner Bros.)
9."lfethod Of Modern Love" Daryl
Ball* John Oates (RCA)
10."Sugar Walls" Sheena Easton
(EMI-America)
ALBUMS
l."Like A Virgin" Madonna (Sire)
2. "Make It Big" Wham (Columiba)
3."Born In The ILS.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia)
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4."Centerfield" John Fogerty
(Warner Bros.)
S. "Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
(Atlantic)
6."New Edition" New Edition
(MCA)
7."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revolution (Warner Bros.)
•."Reckless" Bryan Adams (A&M)
9."17" Chicago (Full MoonWamer
Bros.)
10."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol)

MANAGEMENT

Houses—Duplexes—Apartments not in Complexes
For Private People
•825 SIXTH: 3 bd^^use unfurn. Located on a large lot. 12 mo leases only.

C

•205 S. CHURCH: \f adrm sj
mo leases only. Nice yard.

L

lex. Bdrms located upstairs witMiving area down. Very large. 12

• 119 UNIVERSITY LANE: 1 bdrm fur:
12 mo leases only

0 s

nfurn ant* CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Private parking.

•243 S. PROSPECT: 3 bdrm partly furn house. Privj.."?!T.ve. Very I

—

. Nice yard. Front porch.

•222 S. COLLEGE: 1 bdrm furn apt. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FREE ,T^i, WATI^\iWER. Very private.
•423 N. ENTERPRISE: Very large 3 bdrm home CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Unf3fr. ront porch. Large yard.

•801 SIXTH: Sm 2 bdrm house. Newly remodeled. Unfurn. Lg yard. 12 mo leases only.
•203 S. CHURCH: 2 & 3 bdrm duplex. Bdrms located upstairs with living area down. Very large. 12
mo leases only. Nice yard.
•523 N. ENTERPRISE: 3 or 4 bdrm house. Very large. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Nice yard.
•523 1/2 N. ENTERPRISE: Eff close to campus. Very nice yard. FREE UTILITIES.
• 121 UNIVERSITY LANE: 1 bdrm furn or unfurn apts CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Private parking.
12 mo leases only.
•234 S. COLLEGE: Older home with three apartments. Newly remodeled. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2
apts are 1 bdrm and the other apt is a 2 bdrm. Large yard.
•831 SCOTT HAMILTON: Close to campus. Lg 2 bdrm unfurn apt. Large yard. Private parking.
Hdwd floors. 12 mo leases only.
•243 1/2 S. PROSPECT: 2 bdrm apt over garage. Furn. Very private.
•228 S. COLLEGE: 1 bdrm apts. Furn or Unfurn. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FREE HEAT, WATER,
SEWER. Washer/dryer avail.
• 120-122 1/2 N. PROSPECT: Very lg 2 bdrm apts. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. With natural woodwork.
All unfurnished. Private Parking.

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US WITH QUESTIONS.
328 S. Main
352-5620

OPENS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
KJOMMBa
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Gsrt I the Cars I Why Can 1 I
Have You' I.
Juban lannon
1 Too late For Goodbyes I Rf 0
Speedwagon I Can 1 Fight Thra
Feeling I
Jaffary
Osborne
< Borderline* I

OJ PIT ACTION LINE

H

MORNINC

s;

MOVIE ***
Audrey
H977I Martha Maaon.
Anthony Hophete
BJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES
II TOP RANK BOXING
Barnard Taytor vt Gar aid Hayet -1
a iMtherwe-ght bout acheduWd
•or 10 rounds hom Atlantic Oty.
N J IRI

BOM''

11*00
I TAXI
MOVIE **
KM And K#
Age-V
(19811
Jemea R,«n
Anneene Knal A mar no* ana ea
pert batiiet iha mmtona ol a pow
or mad aaentni mtent on analevSryujnktnd IRI
TONIGHT Host
Jcftnny
Carton Scheduled Tony Randall
Aty Shaedy «i arirai Mtohaal
U-bamat
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
0 LATENH3HT AMERICA Hoat DonmtWhoWy
0 SANFORD AND SON
■SPNI BRORTSCENTER
(TMO MOV* *** -UCage

IATUR0AY
FEBRUARY IB. 1BB6

7:30
RHOOA
UNCLE BEN
FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL
OJ OETROTT THIS WEEK

0

ATTENTION

Wbda

WAMUL

§ BOS MONKS
V Diana and Lydta tnanulac
luro avdanca thai «v# aai up Maria aa Chariot murdatar
0 STREET HAWK Daior
mmad to hasp thai only woman ha
iruiy lovojd Jasa* comaa io tha
a>d of hat currant boytnand who's
largo tad by gangaiara Q
0
GREAT
PERFORMANCES Man from MONO*
Whan Wynno • plan for Panhov
aky a aacapa >• oVaco«a>ad by So
vat •acurity. Wynne n raiurnad
10 England and Pankovtav it aanlancad to death (Part 3 of 3) Q
S9 DOCTOR WHO

m HAP?>V 0AY» AGAIN

«•■*.-

cttnce
119831 Jmrthi BMh.
M-chael Nour. A young Moman
*»*»o v*orta M a ..s-taar by day

Trust
in your
funire.

LOCATIONS:
BOWLING GREEN
100 S. MAIN ST.
1096 N. MAIN ST.
327 S. MAIN ST.

MO

MO

tlOO.COO NAME THAT
TUNE
OJ MACNEB. / LEHRER

m*a
AND

tg

• OO

XOJOJNCWI

IOWF «NT STROKES
fOUCATIONAL
COMPUTING pnorKt

flUtl
IESPNI TENNIS (WED)
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI)
1:10
B JUST LIKE MOM
O
PORKY
PIO
FRIENDS

PMOAY

10 Wap Ewnng Od out o> CWTa
handa. Sua Elian aaya aha ■ accompany Pam 10 Hong Kong.
Pant and Jam* .vary mat a trail
wB aort that- fathara rapuiMion

•ml en eaoMc oe«tc*« bv nsght M
ptrea 10 (0-1 tha Piittbo-gh BaHei

WAUC AWAY-Solomi. Turkey, Pepporoni,
Provolone, Mayo, Lettuca, Tomato. Onions,
Pepper Rings, * our own Italian Dressing.
Bert in or aarry out
Mot valid with any other otr»r
MtetBtt ta»joja|BjpAT ftt. 80

ONN 12-S MvanaJtaytaltursHiy

1492 E. Wooster

352-4663 |

18

11. 11

■ALL Regwnal coverage o» Low
uene State M Syracuse or louetv*e at Southern Msthnd.*t
O
SPORTSWEEKEND
Scheduled Canadian rnuasd curling, sve horn Beyvatw Curtatg
Oub e» Toronto. Canadian freest*** •*""» charnpeMhrpa. from
Mn.i Gat** Quebec Women's
World speed akehng champion
afaps feom Sareaivo Yugoslavia
CD ffi MOUSE FOR ALL
SEASONS Tout or a Maesachu
■alia aolar apartment house and
weethern anon proiact
fTWC) MOVIE **
Uncom
mon Valor (1983) Gana Madman Robert Slack
230
) SAUD1A ARABIA 68
CSAUI
l LAP QUILTING Na>
lured
the landrum frrendehe)
quA
3:O0
0 SPORTSWORLO Sehe*
ulad James The Heel Kmehen
vi
James
Shuipt
in
a
rrnjrjevreroht bout scheduled toi
12 rounds, a ve from Atlanta: City
N J
Bad Brad Mefton va Tom
Had for tha PKA karata heavy
weight cfiampwnaba) kva liom
Atlanta: C.t, N.J
S BOWLING SI 50 000 AnotOpen kva from Si lour* Mo
• NEW YORK'S MASTER
CHEFS
OJ MOVIE •** '»
Tha Hot
flock
(19701 Robarl Redford
Gao.ua Sao*
0J AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
VVavton Janranrja *mg*
Honky
Tor* Heroes" and Awckanbach
Te*a» B#y Joe Shaver perform*
Me Mo Down Easy" and I m
Just an Old Chunk of Coat

9:90
0 GREAT CHEFS OF NEW
ORLEANS
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Georgia Tach at Varan*
4:00
OJ MOVIE *** Tha Wand
Of 0* MoraaU' (1977) Bud lan
caatar Michael York
« LA VERNE ft SHIRLEY
MAGIC OP OB. PAINTING
to MUSK IN TIME
fTMCl MOVIE *>**
Vend
11983) Barbra Streisand Mandy
PSBfeaaf)
4:30
OJ WXO KINGDOM Tha bat
area of nature ra oboaoad among
tha ■vhatatanta of a nonhwaatarn
marahland
m
WIOE
WORLD
OF
SPORTS Stnadufad Tha Harlem
Globetrotter* m New Ortaana
World Nordic afcang champion
ahrpa. 70 maiar efc> jumping «nd
OMI country competition* from
Saatetd. Auatr»e
SJ TONY BROWNS JOUR

BOO
OJ
SPORTSWEEKEND
Scheduled Man a World Cup
downha* akwig from Bad Kkankachhearn. Waal Garmany
I STAR TREK
POA OOLP laun. Andy VWkama San D*go Opan. tfwd
round, kva from Tonay Pinaa
Country Oub at La Jot* CaM
OJ MVSTERVI Agatha Chra>
m MyataraM » On tha mght tram

from London, a tournestst auspecta murdar arhan ha haara tha
story of a woman with a spart par
sonefatv who comrrattad aurcKH

ft.

_ STAR SEARCH
0 WtLD AMERICA A look ai
tha ways a variety of hah adapt lo
then envaonment m Nnrth Amen

tua gnftrrend m an attempt to pre
vent her horn testifying egemet
them Q
0
MOVIE
**•><>
Charade
(1964) Cary Grant.
Audrey Hepburn A woman bocomes the targat of her murdered
husbands crorues who bativa
aha knows where a vast fortune >*

Hftm
6:30
IB SNEAK PREVIEWS N«..»i
Gablar and Jeffrey Lyona r'ewew
W.tneaa
Mra Soffal
and
HeevenHetpUs "
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Michigan Stale el Iowa
EVENING

8:0O
■ ■■ NEWS
O CBC NEWS
ffi ABC NEWS Q
QD NATURE A look at hmc*.
agents of decay performing tune
tions essential to efe (RIQ
• STAR TREK
Q) ISSUES: OHIO SPECIAL
REPORT

a 3o
SB CBS NEWS
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
S 13 REPORTS
AT THE MOVIES Sched
uted. Roger Ebart and Gana Srskel
review
The Mean Season
Tha Breakfast Oub
Feat For
ward and Mrachea*''
to MATINEE AT THE BIJOU
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Baa* Are
fungayg
(I960) Judy Hotkdey
Dean Marian A any and ■npraaeroneDee young anawarmg service
oparator baconvas infatuated with
a chermmg scriptwriter
7:00
OjMUPPCTS
O TOM JONES Gueet Lola
FtHana
OJ HEE HAW Featured Oak
ffadga Boy* Eddy Raven. Darkane
Auatm. Herva VrSecheue
8 DIVORCE COURT
• SOLID OOLO Moat Re*
Oaea
Guesi* Pcantar Srtiera.
Roger Hodgeon John Wane Gfen
Campoak
Kod B the Gang
Rock wall Cynck Laupar lodao)
•
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
' Tha Jewel Hi Tha
Cfown
Montha after
Barb*
laa-raa Mabel a home and ra av
rured m a rrcfeahaw acodent. Sarah hnda her at a rraaaajn hoaprtal
(Part 9 of 141 g

MO
SMUPPETS
DON CHERRY S GRAPEVINE Guest Oan Mafonay
m WEEKEND MAGAZINE

(EBPNI SPORTSCENTER
BBBO
9J • OTHERWORLD Provm
caal tulara become moanaad whan
Tiaca and Gme ewoduce rock
moarc to tha crbtane
O NHL HOCKEY New Jaraey
Davaa at Toronto Mapk* Leafs
Bar OIFF'RENT STROKES Ai
noad m loroad to enrol m an alcohokc treatment program whan
ha a caught with a bottle of vodka
beaoncang to a Inand.
9J T.J. HOOKER Hooker ■ after a gang of thugs who attacked

ffl SOLID GOLD COUNTDOWN 'S4 A ratroapacfva of
top hris by Dan Martman. tha
Pomiar Sratere. Huay lew* 8 The
News.
Laura Brarugen
Tma
Turner Cynrk Laupar. eene Car a
Scandal
Kool B
tha Gang.
Thompson Twin* Culture Club
John Wane Oanaoa VWaams.
Rick Sprmgiietd Kenny Logpms.
Ray Parker Jr
«9 MOVIE * # -.The Great
Oan Patch
119491 Oanms
0 Kaafa Gad Russell A chamc-on
'acahorsa prove* to be an xspaa
lion to us proud owners
(ESPN)
NPL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS 1976 and 1977
Vear a m Review (Rl
S:30
4T0 DOUBLE TROUBLE Dur.ng
a snowstorm tha gang at Aunt
Margo s house fenieeifes about
their favorite old movie*
SCO
©•MOVIE KONA Tha Be
larua Fee (Premrara) Taby Save
lea. Sutanne Plaahatta New York
doleclive Thau Koaak uncovers a
decades-cat) conspiracy to protect
war aenrnatt whan ha aNrsts the
aw) of a State Department worker
m his investigation of tha murder*
0* several elderly Russian erregres

footage of rmauc "agendt including the Beatles Smokay Robinson
and the Miracle* Marvm Gave
D>ana Ross and the Supreme*
Stavw Wonder. David Bowie Jam
Handru
Jane Jopan and Jan
Morrison
Interviewed
Paul
McCartney and Mack Jaggs*
09 MYSTERYI Agatha Chrratre Mysterra* M On tha rvght ti am
hom London a rournakai BUS
pacts murdar whan ha haws tha
story of a woman with a spat per
sonakty who committed suicide
P
11:0O
O OD sTJ ffl NEWS
a NATIONAL CJ
OJ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS [d
ike Babbitt performs I Love a
R*ny Night
and Suspiaons
Tammy Wynette sa*gs D-l-V-OR-C f
and
Stand By Your
Man'
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMG MOVIE ** DC Cab
(19B3I Mr T Adam 6afdw»
Drivers of a nearly bankrupt
Washington tavcab operation be
coma heroes when they rescue
two kidnapped ehrfdren R C3

lllll
O NEWS
11:20
to ABC NEWSg
lltOO
OJ MOVIE ***
Carre*
(1978) Srasy Specek. Piper Lavria A timid teenager becomes
the butt of a cruel prom mght
prank and retekeies egemsl her
classmate* with a devastating.
supernatural fury
OJ MOVIE *#',
Vrgfania
Force (1978) Krat Kriatoffarson
Jen Mnthael Vaxant Two broth
era are caught on opposmo sidaa
whan greed and corruption sweep
a Caaforn.a boomiow"
OJ SATURDAY NiOHT LIVE
Hoet Pamela Sue Martm Musical
S.I* Power Station
AUSTIN CITY LIMITS C <1
daa Rabbitt parforma "I Love a
Ramy Night" and "Suepoon*
Tarnmy Wynette SrnBB DIVO
*<4
and
Stand By Your
Man
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Old Dorrwaon ai V*g»*
Common waafth

m GIMME A BREAK Carls
left alone whan hrs argument wrth
Samanthe leads the rest of the
famrfy lo rom her m fcatwng the
house
8£ LOVE BOAT Two young
man rrestake a pretty gal lor a
brthday grh. a aaffrah daughter
objects to her lather's romanca
Capt Stubmg rapct* a woman
quekhed to Da a snap * capta-> CJ
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET
•ALL Wraconarn at IBnora
fTMC) MOVIE **'i
The
Buddy System
it904} Richard
Dreyfuea. Suaan Sarandon Romania; compkeatena anaua whan
1I:3B
a loner, boy targets a gadget a> I
vantor and would-ba writer as a . OD STAR SEARCH
match for hrs smgte mother PG
11:40
Q
i O THE PRISONER

MO
m IT S YOUR MOVE
10:00
OJ SERRENGER'S Glons and
Danny plan revenge together:
Shane mutt ro-> Paul on a bus.
naaa trip Senon tabs Laurel how
ho leal» about her
OS FINDER OF LOST LOVES
A r■ ie to be wants to locate her
natural mother before tha wed
sng a ratarad aarvvcarnan aaka
Oaray to hnd tha woman he Mi a t
the aher before he we* trapped
out durmg World War II Q
OJ MOVIE *** "A Bel For
Adano
(1B46) John Hortak
Gana Tramay. An Arnancan occu
panon officer m rtafy wtna the toy*
of tha Mwnapeopkj when he rapfacaa tha bat ■> the- church.
• VlaTIONS OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY Concert

Hairways
(formerly RomXu)

12:00
OJ S.W.A.T
12:36
OJ SOUL TRAIN
12:40
OJ WRESTLING
12:4B
rTMC)MOV»E ** 10Tof*draghf 11983) Chartaa Bronson.
A/v* aw Steven*
1:00
OJ
NIW
YORK
HOT
TRACKS Scheduled «»oaoa by
Pnnce. Dabarga. Jenny Burton.
Lionet Richie. Chaka Khan. George
Benson CaM « Jaaua hosts
from 70 Waal
OJ MOVIE *
Fteis O) Vangaance 11980) 9hoa Karada. Lw
P. Chan
1:30
OJ MOVal ** A Gunhght

D1ANN
SHERRY
DONNA

DEBBIE
JUDY

10*00

10:3O
O NORTH COAST MAGAZINE Featured new optrons for
Cievefander* who want to kva
with-n the city kmiia
O PERFORMANCE
SONE ON ONE
ORAL ROBERTS
OJ ST ARCADE
OJ PRESENTS
(ESPN) FISHIN HOLE (R)
iTMa MOVIE *#
Blame It
On R« (1964) Michael Came
Joseph Bologna

11*00
Q LAND AND SEA
■ COMMENT
09 WORSHIP FOR SHUTINS
SKIDS INCORPORATED
THE LIVING PLANET: A
PORTRAIT Of THE EARTH
© WRESTLING
*JJ TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL
(ESPN)
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT lip
to date business information for
managei* *>c*ucang strategy is
sues. lerJvKaogv. and a re-new of
Wak Sweat actnrnaaa (R)
11:30
FACE THE NATION
AROUND TOWN
SUNDAY MASS
OJ TWO WEEK WITH 0AVK) BRINKLEY
OJ INTERNATIONAL EDITION

S!

12:O0
OJ OJ AUTO RACING Oayto
"a 800. kva from Daytona knar
national Speedway Fie
O MEETING PLACE SarvKaa
from Holy Trtraty Angkcan Church
m Wmrvpeg Manitoba
OJ HIGH
SCHOOL QUIZ
Cardmal Strrtch Va Napotaon
OJ NSW TECH TIMES Of*
let Dak." a new book on rrwoocomputera a major manufacturer
of video tapes coMega studants
aa a new easctronrcs markai
OJ FAME Parent* Weak at tha
school hnda Danny coprng wrth
has parents recant separation and
Nice** da sing wrth eaceaerve
pressure from hera.
OJ NOVA A took at rnoder n *c
anoa's attampt to sofva the myatery of the draeeaa Acaaared tmmuna Daficrancy
Syndrome,
known aa AIDS. Q
(I8PN) SPORTSCENTER
12:30
J MEET THE PRESS
ON LOCATION
SNEAK PREVIEWS Neef
Getter and .fcahVey Lyona ravww
Wnneee
Mrs. SoffeT and

▼sjfasSktT' HUTCH

»*" "* "PP""

ion a aw m awiim a«— OM UW

• STOP IN AND SEE OUR LARGE
SHIPMENT OF SALT WATER
FISH COMING THIS WEEKEND
• 2 for 1 special on assorted tropical
fish

•10% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
1«1S E. Wooster
STADRIM PLAZA

352-2107

bOO

MORNING
O WESTERN GARDENER
OJ DAY OF DISCOVERY
©NOVA
■ EMERGENCY
0 WORKING WOMEN

I COUNTRY CANADA
WALTONS
§ COMMUNITY CLOSE UP
LAX FACTS
MOVIE * # *
Spencer s
Mountain (1983) Henry Fonda.
Maureen 0 Hare
9 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
(ESPN)
SUPERBOUTS
OF
THE '708 Muhammad AI. *s
Kan Norton (Sept 1973 m Los
Angelas! (R)
1:30
O HYMN SING
OJ MOVIE * * a>
Tha Green
Beret* (19881 John Wayne Oavrd Janssan
to WALL STREET WEEK
Guest Susan M Byrne president
Wasiwood Management Corpora

6:00
OJ CBC NEWS
OJ FRONTLINE F^ofeee of chad
abuse caseworker, for New
Vork s Emergency CMdian'a Sarnca eyrjudavj fam of thee v-ata
to battered chadren B home* Q
OJ LlPESTVUS OP THE
RICH AND FAMOUS Inter
vaswe with Raouei Watch. B*>
Daa Wafcems and Caaay Keeem
to FIRING LINE Black-Jaw
ish Coaktion
Guests Howard
Unrvarsity history professor Mary
Frances Berry. Rat*. BaHour
Bnoknor ol New York a Sfaphan
Wrae Free Synagogue. Hervird
*ocwfogy professor Nathan G*w
or
6:30
O SONS AND DAUGHTERS A pee of mountaan cfcrnb
era (Ere Murphy Mean Cheylovl
teal lha strength of "hear frrend
aha? rn tha face of tragedy (Rig

EVENING

6:00
2;00
O REAR VIEW MIRROR
Host Alaa Barns takes a noata)g>c
look at National Film Board docu
maniaria* eniiiked "Haa Anyone
Here Sean Canada''' and Cetite
Ranch' . also Norman McLaren s
1962 Oacar-wewrng docurnanta
ry
Naighbours." an interview
wrth Harpo Man and an apraode
from tha 1972 eenes
To Sea
Ourselves IR)
OJ COLLEGE BASKETBALL
DePauiatSi Johns
OJ MOVIE **'■
ThoOaaart
Rats
11983) Richard Burton
jamas Maaon
to MOVIE #•>* v, Doctor In
The Houaa (1985) Dark Bogarda.
KayKandaN
(ESPN) WOMEN'S BOOYBUBJMNQMs Otyrnpas CompaFl Mc
tma MOVIE ** M
erteev
119801 Richard Chambarlean
John Houseman
SCO
OJ MOVIE ***
Support
Vour Local Sheriff i
(16691
Jemee Garner. Joan Hackett
3:30
OJ M0VB1 #*#V*
'Tla>
Houaa On 92nd Street
(1645)
Lloyd Nolan Sajna Haaao
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICE
3:46
OJ OJ NBA BASKETBALL
Boston Celtics at Loa An gate a
Lakers
4800
OJ PGA GOLF isu/u Andy We
ham* San Deago Opan. Anal
round, kva from Tonay Parses
Country Oub ai U JD8B. CaH
OJ NATaONAL GEOGRAPHIC Hal Hofjrook narraaaa the akory
of four Americans new kMnej at
Oana. a ahidant. a eouroekat. a
buaaiaaaman and a leecher g
6MPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Maryland ai Ckamaon

rma

MOV*

**V.

artar (1964) Tom Sefkack
Seymour
OJ

WIDE

4:S0
WORLD

\*aJane

QNEWS
O CANADIAN TROT CLAS-

SIC
OJ CBS NEWS
OJ MINORITY REPORT
OJFAME
to VICTORY GARDEN
S STAR TREK
OHfO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS
JanRampava Buddy Hal m Caesars Tahoe Oaasac chemc-onahip
match
(TMC) MOVaE ** W
Brady s
Eacapa
(1664) John Savage
Ke8y Reno A downed American
bomber patot hndl unlrkeh. warirme aaaaa an lha nagged Hungarian caaVoa. ■kckatSng an orphan boy
who coma* to fhsro-wrjrshaj) hen
6:30
'•eoj NEWS
0 HOTLINE
HOT)
»NBC NEWS
ADAM
MONEY WORLD

SMITH'S

7:00
«0j6OM*NUTE6
PRAGGLE ROCK Mokay
fayrka a way to keep the magraiory
Toe Taoklara at 'faggt* Rock for

srs

OJ SsLVER SPOONS When
Edward » gold pen disappears, he
b acorn as e*aapano»ra of Hot
new hap 16 year-otd fnend
OJ RkPLEYS BELIEVE IT OR
NOT1 A man aki* down the
south wall of Mount tvweet tha
power of hypnoaas ■ oamonatrat
ad. 2000-veor-otd loaded dree are
tumnarjg
OJ OJ
WONDERWORKS
Words By Heart Charlotte Raa
Robert Hooka and AaVa Woodard
•tar at thai atory about rectal prerudaca) at ivnat Maiioun sown at
tha twm of the cantury (Pan 1 of
BO
OJ FAME Contact oayaaaopa
whan Danny. pss»aig tha part of
Cyrano ai a aohool production
fat* lor Jeeee a aart who a psajyayg
lha part of Rc-anna
;NTER
7:30

OP
■ cuera race to save CawaanliarOHa

352-8459
^Bj ^r

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS'

(ESPN)
NFL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS Profiles of Sammy
Beuflh and M*a Raid (R)
(TMC) MOV* **
Mat*
storm The Destruction Of JaredSyn 11983) Jeffrey Byron. Tan
Thomerson

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 17. IB

(excluding livestock ft dogfood)
(Mention seeing this ad/Good til 3/1/85)

Wlmiirrluutsr PHONE
353-1045
428 E. Wooster

Friendship Bouquets
$3.50
Cash & Carry

— 19
Snappar Mac M r-a aaAng ur> to
Hawa- <• aooriad <R) Q
•
PUNKY
BREWSTER
Pw*v'a dog Brandon a> aanouaN
•nfurad arharl ha pwhaa har oul o»
tha path of a apaacang cat

MO
•
0)
MURDER.
SHE
WWTl Tharaa • murdarar
amongat lha bavy ol lioBrwiood
•tar* oatharad on an **■) raaort
to caUvata a farn laganoTa baWSav. GuMia. Caaar tomato.
Slawa>t Giangar
• SEEING THINGS Lou** and
Marga put i ogat ha> ttia duaa to a
caaa involving ma mtadar o* • po
Mrcal figura Q
• MOVIE H.«a.-a SS Portrait
ki fvIPrartaaral John Snaa
Tony Randan
Two •daaaata:
*.ortxio. tlaai Carman brothara
aaparajnca ma Sacond World War
from dffarant vantaga ponu
*han ona bacomaa a alarm
troopar and lha othar an SS orh
09 LIFE'S MOST EMSAPI
MASSING MOMENTS Hoat
Stava Man watcomaa guaaia
Raoa Auoarronoi* and John
Byrar. anowrmg tapa* ol lham
and othar iraacua tootaga or Rob
art Gwaauma Jama* Nobta Mar
im Parkmi Scott Bao Jana Calm and Suaan Sam Jama* Q
09 09 NATURE An arploratron
of Mi lorms mckMang school* ol
ja*V<«" 'tounahmg m lha tropical
.aland* ol Pafcau C J
09 PUTTrN' ON THE HITS
Song*
Grl* Juol Want To Mara
fun
Copacabana
lha
Glamorou* UN.
I'm So Eacrl
ad
Voul Navar Fa»tf and
Round And Round'' Judgaa
Staphama Mali
H«*m Raddy
Paul Wahama
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASEBALL
Florida at Miami
(TUO MOV*
**
Maialatorm lha Dattruction G* JaradSyn IIM3I JaHray Byron. Tart
Thomaraon An mtar*ta«ar paaca
haapar travara to a barrart daaart
world whara ha battiaa an avri
warlord lor poaaaaaaan ol a pow
arfulcrvaial PG

mm
09
TALES
FROM
THE
DARK SIDE A Aaconnactad
phona <n a vacant apartmani
•park* laar m an aaprmg atiraaa
whan it aaama to hava a Ma of <ta
own
too
09 fj) CRAZY LIKE A FOX
Harrraon >■ badgarad by angry
scam victim* whan ona of hn fa
that a ahady cfcanta ahows up at
hi* oftica and drop* daad
09 FOR THE RECORD »■
aconomc &>%•% ipaNa draaatar lor
a fourth-ganaration Ontario baaf
farmar (Gordon Pnaant). who
Iran to gal out of daOt by anfcai
•ng tha hatp of lha Farm Survival
-at* oroanaation IRIQ
09
HOLLYWOOO
WIVES
Th„ adaptation ol Jack* CoBkni
boat-sailing novel about He*.
wooda 'rch and lamoua opana
wtth a iiudro mogul a banafit gala
whara actora and agania ara
acrambang io baooma a part of
hn big now movai Among tha a»
atar can Candrca Bargan Mary
Croat* Angst Dc*<naon Stafarta
Powara Suianna Somara (Part I

ooig
• 09 MASTERPIECE THE
ATM
Tha Jawal In Tha
Crown'' Mora maataig Sarah at
a mafia-anaa* party, •niaa^anca
offtcar Guy Farron obaarvaa M*j
Mamch aifrogaang an maan
prannar of war (Part 10 of Ml
■ TWaLIQHT ZONE

MO
41 WORLD VtSON
PWO MOVIE #* -Whan A
Strangar Cat.
(19791 Carol
Kana. Charata Ourrang Whaa babyamng. a young woman ra tar
i»nad by phona caaa hom a pay
chonchalar. R

tOaOO

11 tOO
Oj) LIFESTYLES Of
RICH ANO FAMOUS

THE

11:46
O SPORTS
WORD

THE

FINAL

12.-00
09 ENTERTAINMENT THIS
i WEEK faaturad LuaMahna*
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09 TAKING ADVANTAGE
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1:00
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lor har unborn chad
NEWS
ETHIOPIA REPORT
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Paine* Walton probaa bafwtd ma
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MONDAY
cludog a look at courtroom pi oca
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FEa«UARV IB. IrH
bafora ma court* Q
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A Traca (19831 Kata Nadrgan
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maaarva aaarch lor a 6 yaar-cad
who vamanad ona day on h.» way

0 NATIONAL I Tha Naton a
Bua«ia** w* foaow \ Q

to Khool

01 MARSHALL MCLUHAN:
THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE Th>* tr*uia to lha madut
KhMar ra rujrraiad by Tom Woffa
and inciuda* footaga ol Norman
Maaar. Arthur ScMaaatgar *
Jonathan Mahv Parra Tiudaau
and Ibchard Salani
09 MONTY PYTHONS FLYING CIRCUS
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NBC NEWS
§ASC NEWSQ
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPNi SPORTSLOOK
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O NEWSFINAL
09 ASC NEWS Q
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Oj) AT THE MOVIES Schad
ulad Rogar Ebart and Gana Srakat
rawakai
Tha Maan Saaaon
Tha Biaaktaat Club
Faat forward' a»d MiKhwl
09 MOVIE * * * i Conlaaa
M953I Monigomarv tl.li Anna
Bntar D-aciad by AUrad Milch
cock A prwai honor* the aancbiy
of iha conla»konai whan ha
■land* mal for a mwdar commit
tad by ona ol h.* confaaaora
0) ENTERTAINMENT THIS
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O FOR MY PEOPLE
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MOVIE
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119801 Richard Ch-mbarlam
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O 09 SCARECROW AND
MRS. KING Amanda and Fran
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for all your
It's worth
flower
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FARMS
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00 DISNEYLAND'S 30TH
ANNIVERSARY
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TkON John Foraytha and Draw
Barrymora co-hoal ihia traMta 10
lha aoutharn Cakfornwi tharna
park Schachiad guaaia mduda
iha Pcwiiar Saiara. Donna Sum
mar. Jufcan Lannon. Annaita f umcaao Juaa Andrawa. AJabama.
Oabba* A»an Patar Alan. Damd
Haaaafhoff Mana Oamond. Roy
Clark g
8)
HAROCASTLE
*
MCCORMICK Whan McCor
mck K robbad of $20,000. ha
purauaa a young coupka wantad
for a aatara of daring mafia Q
m ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL II
© MOVIE #* 'l
VigUnia
Forca IIB76) K14 Krraioflaraon
Jan Michaa- Vmcanl Two broth
ara ara caught on oppoamg ardaa
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PRACTICAL JOKES Faaturad
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Th»
LonaryGuy 11984) Slav* Mart-.
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baal aaamg book that aarvaa aa a
guda lor othar kxwaoma man R
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U S aoMkar m Vrarnam who .*
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09 WILD. WXO WORLD OF
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09 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
09 CROP GAME
atPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL UCLA at Stanford
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O TAXI
O MOVIE **';
Nghi Of
Tha Following Oay (19691 Mar
k» Brando Richard Boona A kid
nappad grl c*u*a* probtama for
har captora whan aha laaa m kwa
with ona of tham
09 SIMON ft SIMON Whan
A J and Rrck try to racovar a
panting aiolan from a Navy mu
taum ihav maat two attractwa
araiara (Rl
09 BEST OF CARSON Hott
Johnny Caraon Guaata Lyla AUa
do Jm Stafford Onah Manoff
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O DANGER BAY Doc Robwta
mvaatigaiaa a aarraa ol baar at
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BOO
09 09 KATE * ALLIE Kata a
upaai whan har fathar annowncaa
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M
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O FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
m HOLLYWOOO WIVES

SABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
09 LATENH3HT AMERICA Schaduwd tha Rav Gaorga
Clamant* of Chicago a Holy An
gala Elamamary School author
Joa Graadon (Tha Naw Paopkt *
Pharmacy I
m SANFORO AND SON

Gma ISufanna Somaral movaa
ona atap cloaar to wmmng tha
row of har kfa Buddy (Andiaw
Siavanal i» forcad 10 raturn to lha
taamy world ol huaihng. Eaana
(CandKa Barganl ra arraaiad for
•hopktlarg prior to har lavrah Hof
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contmuoa hi* manutcal aaarch for
hiamothar (ParllolSig
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at* m John Ford Noonan'a drama
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La
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L A Oodgara managw Tom I ■
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09 ABC NEWS Cp
09 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
09 BUSINESS REPORT
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7.SO
09 P-M. MAGAZINE Loaning
to ahi
Hawaiian modal* who
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O GEORGE B MILDRED
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STAXI
WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
09 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPNI
WINNING
GOLF
Guaaia Jwry Barbw Paiar Thorn
•on |R)
S:00
Q 09 JEFFERSONS Floranea
takaa a mo down mamory tana
whan aha agraa* to aacori
Gaorga a 17-yaar-old aaaratant to
thaaamor bat g
09 THE FIFTH ESTATE Eric
Making raporta on tha madrcal
n> ary of MUM prapubaacant
Pwarto Rican grla that hava bagun
tn aricuach aaruM maturity IJ
09 A-TEAM Tha tram traval* to
South Amarrca to raacua a man
who haa baan ambuahad by mrar
prrataa along lha Amazon wtata
taarchmg for a irgandary Wat tuy
HI
09 THREES A CROWD T.uai
bacomaa an raaua whan Vicky un
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N J (R)
THURSDAY
21. 1SSS

a**
11:00

OO000 NEWS
0 WKD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
ART BEAT
11:30
8 TAXI
MOVIE *** Secret Car
emony (1969) Ekiabeth Tayloi.
Mia Fanow A wealthy warped
young lady <ntttt that a ladmg
protntuia <t her dead mother
0 MAGNUM, P.I. Magnum rt

B.G. DRIVE-THRU
Peps.-S2.0911 u,
NefSl + III

Cains ChiDS-S 1.89 a ID,
Old Milwaukee o*..*
NtaH

6:00
0O0 NEWS
0 $100,000 NAME THAT
TUNE
0
MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 DIFFRENT STROKES
0 OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(ESPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hoatt Tom and Nancy Seaver

6:30
O0 CBS NEWS
SNBC NEWS
ABC NEWS g
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
©BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN)
HORSE
RACING
WEEKLY
(TMCI MOVW **')
Space
ah* 11963) letke N-nten C-i
dy Webamt The crew of the
U S S Vertigo ten out to teerch
lor Me m eileraiaaer ipece
7:00
O O ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Feetured
Oiane
Sawyer
O ROBIN S Nf ST
S WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
SM#A*S*H
MACNEH
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O P-M. MAGAZINE Ed Keet
■ng tpolt agent Oudkry Moore
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH
0 FAMILY FEUD
0TAXI
0 WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
0 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK
8:00
O 0 MAGNUM. P.I. A
tommy I nger lOennit VVeaverl
•nbttt Magnum t help to hnd Irve
tot 1 tongt by a legendary eHitt
and ihe woman he once loved
O WEST WIND Three workt
by Manitoba temmeker Allan
Ktoaker
In the RBT' faatuiet a
• ural famey trying to overcome
hardthip
Hunietg Saaaon da
t*la a woman 1 battle ■ gait I
fietpeitmg hunt art
Reunion
teat ihe tlory of a man t eapen
encet al hat wife t famey leumo"
0 COSBY SHOW Ckli deal'
w.th Ihe cherjien whee Clae
tpendt long hourt working on a
complei legal cate
0 MOVIE Deadly Mettagat
IPremaarel Kathleen BeHer M.
chaef Btendon The drtcovery that
a murder occurred m her apartmen) 10 year* ego leedt a young
woman to behave an antique OMU
board 1 ommout predxhona of
her own death g
0 THIS OLD HOUSE OVtcut
tion of lemodefcng Ihe kitchen at a
Late Victorian home g
0 MOVIE ***
Thread*
(1984) Reece Oioidefa Karen
Maaghar Two fem4iea m northern
England eiperience lha harrort
and conteguencet of global nucie
ar war for year, after the world 1
tuperpowera daah over Ihe Mid
dktEasi
0 THE LIVING PLANET: A
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH
David Attenborough obeerve* lha
IrtM and w4dWe m the world »
largeai woodlanda. a band of forett 1 enceckng ihe Northern Hem.
tphere p
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE (R)
(TMC) MOVIE #* Veitfartl*
(1983) Robert Forttar. Fred WJ
kamaon A lormer cop •■plodet
wilh fury when hei ton •* ketod by
urban ten onttt and plant to )om a
neighborhood vigeente group dedicated to dettioymg the thug* R

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
a4LL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!
•» SCHOOL SUPPLIES
♦ ART SUPPLIES
* PARTY GOODS
* GREETING CARDS
♦ GIFTS
ETC.

Smiths
HAUMAIIKANO

718 S. CoilSfS

omasumr

352-9151

11:26
O GOOD ROCKIN' TONITE
Muey Lewra (oma Terry OaveJ Mufkgan and envorJuo** tom* of IM
group* lop wdeo*. Other video*
by Glenn Fiey David Lee Roth

8 30
0 FAMILY TIES Wrth baby
Andrew « home and thee pbt to
tend to. Ehnt* and Steven have
very little time for eech other
O HALF -A- HANDY HOUR
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Keith Ademt vt Ray Grey m a
middktwe^ght bout tcheduktd lor
10 roundt. tve kom Atlantic Cty
NJ
90O

CNcego
11:90
I TAXI
NIGHT HEAT 0 Brwn and
Giambone >nvetngaie three brutal
murders that have 1 en owed the
Wy
O TONIGHT Hotl Johnny
Carton
Scheduled
Rotaimd
Chao Oionne Warwick
SABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
0 LATE NIGHT AMERICA Scheduled e« conwcl and eu
thor Ray Johnson I Ray John
ton • Total Security I
0 SANFORD AND SON
(TMC) MOVIE • * * Befit Are
Revgetg
(I960) Judy Holfcdey
Dean Matim A Shy and enpret
fonabkr young antwermg terwee
operator becomet mfetuated with
a charmmg scre>twilar

O O SIMON S SIMON The
Senont ar* heed by an E gyptceo
grti to dracover why one of ihe
world"* terett mummett n being
h-Jden m a mueeum warehouae
0 CHEERS Sam a matcukne
tmugnett ohend* a Boaion re
porter when the vnit the bar 10
do a itory on the tetglet tcene
0 THE LIVING PLANET: A
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH
David Atienborough ob ear vet the
tree* and wedkfe e> the world t
largeti woodUnd*. a band of for
e*ti enceckng the Northern Hem
tpher* g
0 MYSTERY1 Agatha Chi.*
lie Mytleriet II In thrt tlory of
obtetti ve laalowiy a man viarnt
the meamng of a vataon et which
hit wife 1* ttrengktd g

12:00
0
STREETS
OF
FRANCISCO
0BJ/LOSO
0 THREE STOOGES

B:30
0 NIGHT COURT Dan t aajk>
etiet about being t»oke prompt
h.m 10 propote marriage lor mar
canary raetont alone
fTMCI MOVIE **'■
let
■Mr*' 11964) lorn Seeeck Jane
Seymour A feghcla** jewel therf
it btackmaeed by the FBI to k
be. ate % 10.000 m Nan cfcamond*
pattMig through London R

12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN Scheduled
TV r*Ao pertonakiy Joe Frankkn
Ken Fambrim (runt dekcaietaen
tchooll
12:40
0 MOVIE** Dead Wrong
(1983) Wmeton Rekeri B>m Ek
■and

10.00
O 0 KNOTS LANDING Ben
dtKOvert ommout activilvm at
Empea Veeey Gatvetlon 1 e>0*
N-jiten ihreeten* Laura. Val
move* toward recovery £ J
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

1:00
I HAWAII FIVE-O
I HOUSE CALLS
»JIM MY SWAGGART
l MOVIE *** H Gambit
119661 Sh-tey Meclame Michael

I!

MTNI FISHIN' MOlt l«l
I JO
ID NEWS
item SMEOWEEK im
1:40

0 HILL STREET BLUES
While Capl Fur«o atiendt an encounter teatron. Li
CakMano
facet mange problem* when he
etaumet command
0 20/ 20Q
©SOLO
0 ON THE STH DAY Sever*!
tcrennait cktcutt the deveaiating
ecoiocecei and atmoapherc effect* Of a nuclear hotoceutt
'ocutmg on nucktar werter
a
condmon thai would enpede tun
light ftom reaching Earth
O MARSHALL MCLUHAN:
THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE Thit t'Ouie 10 the mecka
Kholar 1* nariaied by Tom VVoM*
and include* foouga of Norman
Ma*v. Arthur Schkaeeyger Jr..
Jonathan Meier Prate Trudeau
and Richard Satant
IO 30
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Neef
Gebler end Jeffrey Lyons reetw
Turk 182.
The Mean See
ton.
"Vifaon Oue*l and "The
Breeklait Club

SAN

ma

MOVIE

119801 Richaul
Jofv.Moutan.an

**

SMI

Crumtwla^

2:00
O
CIS
NIGHTWATCH
■ NEWS
(IMNI
HORSE
WEEKLY INI

NEWS

RACING

2:90
*)
CIS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
(ESflll SPORTSCENTER
1:00
(Eimil SPORTSLOOK IRI
1:11
(TMC) MOVIE ** ': VIWloul
A INM" 119631 Kale NaAgan
JoOdHaach

■arm

tea

COLLEGE

IASKET-

: IALL UCLA al CaWorraa IRI

11:00
« OOO® NEWS
WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
UNIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET
.Bu*LL UOA at Cafcforni*

. ***
. *»H
. . **
. . *H
...»

For Those Special
Birthdays...
Anniversaries...
Lavaliering...
Pinning...
People in love...
- .«

\^fc'*'£

The
Balloon
man
352-6061 anytime
0011

Balloon Bouquets
Delivered by a Clown

